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Under deregulated environmcnt transrnission congcstion is managed in man!
different ways. Most utilities create, update thcir own rules of horv the congestion
is managcd and by Nhat cost. The common output in most cascs is iemporary
congestion relieland higher cost ofcncrgy to the end usef.
The thcsjs provides details of how the congcstion is mauaged in different markets
and thcn it presents a pemancnt bansmission congcstion relief through
rran\rni\\ ion c\ndnsion and pr) back m(chani.m.
Transmission congestion problcm is studied from diffetenl aspects, i.e. congestion
relief, energy price reduction, congestion costs and cost recovcry or pay back
period. Thc proposed method is testcd on a modified IEI-ll 30 bus test syslcm and
I I bus 380 kV real system- The resuli shows that congestion costs mighl be utilized
to climinate the congestion pennancntly in 2 months in the IEEE case and 9
monlhs in the rcal system. This thesis presents an eflectivc fast sollrtion for
transmission congestion that can bc applied in today's electricity markets.
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Since thc 1990's many electric utilities changed their way of doing business.
shifting lrom vel1ically intcgrated companies to deregulated companies. After lhis
transformation of structlLre, new challcnges are faced and seen in both day-to-day
opcrations and in long term genention/transmission expansion planning.
Transmission access for the gcncrating companies and the likely occurrcnce of
transmission congeslion are among ihc operational problems- This thesis is devoted
to the subject ofhansnission congestion.
Congestion occurs when actual or scheduled flows ofelectricily on a transmission
cquipment exceeds a delined levels, either by the physical or eleotrical capacity of
the line, or by operational restriotions created aod enforced to ptotcct the security
and reliability of the grid. The term trnnsm;ssion constraint may retbr either to a
piece of equipment that limits electricity flows in physical tcrms- or to an
operational imit imposed to protect reliability. The imposition ol transmission
constraints will affect the economics ollthe power network and thc cost ofelectric
cncrgy. The cost of energy in open markets usually determined thtough thc
lbllowing proccss:-
First, l,oad ofthe system is lorccastcd: Sccond, Cenerating Companies oflers theit
willing to sell prices 10 the market; Th;fd, Tbe nlarket coordinator will selecl thc
lcasl cost gcncratofs to be used. At this stage the preliminary pfice of cncrgy is
known. This is sallcd Mafkct Cleafing Price (MCP) or Market Dispatch (MD)
stage,
After wards the lndcpcndenl System Opefarcr (ISO) runs load flow Nith all
limitations and detincd constrainls 1() see the visibility of the resulted set ol the
selected gcncralors. Il no congestion occurs thcn thc following \\'ill be adcled to
m:rrket clearing price: Losses; ancillary services; transmission usagc tarills and
othefs taxes. But if congestion appears, adjustments ofthe market dispatch will
take placc till it satisfies the systcm constmints, like overloading. over and under
voltages, stability violation and secu.ity violations. Adjuslmenls nrey include
reducing selectcd gcnerators, increasing others, running an expensive generator
which was not selected in MD stage, shutting down chcap onc...ctc. Aficr
satislying all system conshaints, the price of energy will be recalculated again to
include the ne\! sct ofgeneratots plus additional charges.
In an open electricity mafkcts, congestion is treated in many ways:
l. Load Shifting; 2.Turn offTon Generatorsr 3. Contracts curtailment...etc. Extra
chargcs added to energy price. are the result oa such actions. Congcstion usually
occurs when less investment is pushed into the need of the growing load.
Expansion of thc clcctric ncftvorks in opcn markets might be supplied by
govcmmcnts or paid back as a charge ofthe lransmission usagc, or combination of
both.
There are many Congestion Management (CM) schemes used around the world.
These CM sohemes can be represented by five schemcs, i.c. England and Wales,
Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland (PJM), Nonva,v, Slveden and Calilbrnia [1]
l . l  England and Wales Market
1.1.1 MarkctMechanism:
'lhis 
market is an extreme case because only one zone exists. No constraints are
considered in Merket Dispatch (MD) stage. ln this slage the zonal price, System
Marginal Price (SMP), is detem;ned fiom generators offers. ln the Congestion
Redispatch (CR) stage. all oonstrains are considered and every bus in the slslem
beoorne a zone. Cenerators arc commanded to adiust their generation by the
Indcpcndcnt Grid Operator (lGO) and receive compensation for doing so. Loads
are considered to be {ixed and do not participate in both slagcs-
1.1.2 Pricing System:
Bnergy price is set at MD stage according to generators offcrs. Additional charges,
called "!Lplilt", i.e. charges for losses and ancillary serviccs, are passed to the
consumers,
"Constraint ol'f occurs when a generator was on in MD stage and instructed by
IGO to be olf in CR stage. 'Constraint on" occufs when a generator was offin MD
stage and instructed to be on in CR stage.
For "constraint off'case, generators will receive "lost protit" as a compensation,
and for "constraint on" casc, gcnerators will bc paid its ofler price.
1.2 Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland(PJM)
1.2.1 MarkctMechanism:
Thc nlarkct mechanism in PJM would be oonsidered as thc ultimate case ofzonal
partitioning, whcrc cach node is a zone with its oNn zonal price and cach line is an
inter-zonal interibcc. Thc conceptual basis of the "price-bascd" dispatch is an
optimization tiamework in which the nodal priccs can be determined as dual
variebles accofding to specific conskaints. All the calculalions arc conducted in the
MD stage using the slate est;mator data. CR stage is not needed since all consfains
are oonsidered in MD stagc.
1.2.2 Pricing System:
The dual variables output for each node of the optimized frameNork are the buy
and sell prioes and the differcncc in each node pair is the transmission usage
charges that will paid back to transmission i vestors.
1.3 Norway
1.3.1 MarketMechanism:
In the MD stage, lor each hour, the ICO uses the forecasted operational sla1e ofthe
grid to determ;ne whether a pa(ition ofthc grid into two zones or more is requircd-
In MD stagc the grid-wise, in case of one zone, or eacfr Tone clear;ng price is
detcmincd. Ifthe grid is divided into zones the tielines limits beluccn zones are
considered as constraint in MD staSc as nell. During CR stage, if needed, the
participants are adiusted according to their adjusting b;ds and offcrs. In this stage
each bus is considered a zone.
1.3.2 Pricing System:
As mentioned the MCP is sct at MD stage- any aCiustment pa)ment miSht result
from CR stage rvill be added uniformly. Upward adjustment is paid thc most
expensive bid/offer price and downward adjustment is charged thc cheapest
bi<l/offer price. l'here arc two pricing systcms used in Nordic pooll2l:
LZonal Pricing and wofks approximatcly as lbllows:
Bascd on the supply and demand schedule bi.ls givcn by the market
participants to thc spot markct, lhc market is cleared while ignoring any grid
limitations. It results in the systen price for energy and thc amount of
electricity traded.
Ifthcse exchanges indlLce llows overloading transmission lines. the nodes of
the grid are pafitioncd into diffcrcnt zones on either side ofthe bottlenecks.
A new pool price is determined in each area from the initial bids ofthe spot
market, taking into account the maximum transfo capacity beiween the
areas,
These increases and decreases are implemented through separated Darkets
(the "balancing" market in Sweden and the "regulation" markel in Nonvay
for instance). Agents offer adjustment bids on these markcts. the sole buyer
being lhe system operator.
The system operator selects the less expcnsive bids for increases and
decreases. Thus, some generatoN may be constrained offand compensated
with the equilibrium prico ofthc markct for generation reductions, whereas






B. Countcr Purchases and works approximately as follows:
l. 1he tirst stagc rcmainsthc same asrvith zonal pricing.
2. Il'these exchanges induce llows overloading transmission lines. the nelwork
operators check rvhere injections into the grid have to be curtailed or
increased. so that the congestion could be relieved.
1,4 Swedcn
ln Sweden the $rme rlLles. as Nonvay. apply. rvith one ma.jor ditl'erence. ln S\"eden
the IGO considers only one zone in MD stage as in England and wales market.
Actually the Nordic pool covers five conlrol areas, i.e. Norway. Swcden, Finland
and Denmark (split into two areas). The pricing system used in Sweden is
illustrated under Norway pricinS system.
1.5 California
1.5.1 MarketMechanism:
fhe ICO in Caliiomia uses a predcfincd sct ofzoncs. Thc MD stage establishes the
hourly market zonal prices tbr the next day market. In MD stage the lransmission
constraints are not considered, the prices resulted are simply the solution of the
prcfcned schedules introduced by Scheduling Coordinators in bilateral markets. If
the MD solution leads to congestion, then elimination rvill be achieved using CR
with zonal partitioning.
1.5.2 Pricing System:
The CR stage gives the zonal prices and the transmission usage pr;ccs as dual
variables associated with the interface flow. Pafticipants will be paid and charged
according to zonal prices defined in CR stage. Congestion charges are applied
using thc transmission charges in the inter-zonal interface.
After getting a briefdescription ofthe international experience, it appears that most
ofthe congestion management tcchniqucs uscd arc bascd on temporary solution 1o
the congestion of electric networks. Some mrrket set percentage by rcgulators lbr
transmission expansions and that may vary over dilferenl systcm loading as we11.
Since transmission investments xre un-attraciive and use a lot of assets,
investments and pay baok usually oocur at longer term than generation. Moreover.
deregulation d;scourages the investrnenl oa tradsmission equipment. likc what
happen in Australia- The govemment took ovcr the control again of transmission
after seveml ycars due to abscncc of tmnsmission cxpansion. Another reason,
congestion gives rnarkct power thc transrnission owncr and thc ISO. Thosc are
usually revenues collectoN. So if market participant makes money out of the
congestion, there will be incenlive to reliefit. Due to all that, when moving towards
de.egulation, govemments hould consider the transmission expens;ons and insure
its expansion as a paft olsecure markel futrrre.
Installing new transmission facilities are usually initiated by rcgulatoN and not
directly from market padicipants. This is based on net$ork and rrarket status, but
is not based on market principles. It is due to complexity of power systens and
different markets rules. Allowing investors to have early signals of potcntial
expansion projects varies from one matket to another.
Sctting up clear procedures lbr Market Participants (MPs) or non MPs 1() invest in
the congestion relief should depend on ISO rules. which include competitive
nlarkct and system reliability and that is mainly $'hat initiates the congestion in the
flrst place.
For a transmjssion expansion the "rate of return" should be deflned on the basis of
system reliel to reflect Nhat a prcject has provided the system with- In order to
formulate the incentives for transmission expansion investors, cach systcm should
be seen from ISO point ofvie',v, and the incentive lbfmula shouid depend on some
ofthe fol lowing: IIow much is thc rcl iabi l i ty improved? Horv much is the powcr
price reduced? And how many more problems Nill the expansion cause?
1,6 Thesis Motivations
'l'he introduction has shown, that there is no clear approach in eliminating
transmission conSestions. There is a need to find a methodology that has the
following features:-
l. Congestion reliefwill attract investors.
2. Transmission system will expand as the system needs.
3. All Markct Participants (MPs) will contribute to transmission exparsion,
similar to generation expansion.
4. Enhancement of system security and improvement to operating conditions.
5- Less probability olblack out occurrence.
6. Relie I of govemment expense in this infrastructure.
7. Conccpt offree markcts and open acccss arc applicd.
If a system has generation deficit, the sollllion is to build norc power plants. lf a
substation is over loaded, the solution is to add more transtbrmers, or nearby
substation. lf a transmission etwork is congesied, why lifting up the prioe of
power without enhancing the transmission etwork in tirst place?
1.7 Thesis Objectives
The specilic objective ofthis thesis is as follow:
. Suggest a method for congestion relief by transmission expansion and
payment recovery process through congestion costs,
. Test the proposed method on
L Modified IEEE 30 blrs lest system
2. 11 bus 380 kV real system.
1.8 Thesis0rganization
This thesis contains 6 chapters- It starts with an introduction. Chapter 2 provides a
literature suney. Chapter 3 presents the problem formulation. Chapter 4 prcsents
the first study case model and solution. The s€cond study case model and solution
is presented in chapter 5. Finally. the conclusion is presented in chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2
LITET{A.TURE SURVEY
Substantial *ofk have been done by different researchers in the field of
Congest;on Management (CM) -151. A review offive CM scbemes is prcscnted
in [1]. The schemes were selected to illustrate the various CM approaches in use.
The author develops a unified framework lbr the mathematical repfesentalion for
both Market Dispatch and re-dispatch problem that ISO must solve in the CM in
ordcr to comparc the schencs.
An ovcrview ofthe current cross border CM methods used in Europe is presented
in [6]. It includes thc cuffent implemcntation of dif]crcnt CM methods with
desoription of each markel features. lt specifies how the power is lrnded across
each country borders.
Barkeley discusses Tmnsmission Congcstion Cost in the US electricity markels.
and statcs the difllculty ofcomparing CM method in use, i.e. uplift charges, system
rc-dispatch payments and congestion revenues [8]. Also, it includcs a review of
published estimated Transmission Congestion Costs in the US electricit)- markets.
The CM working group discusses the physical inieruption of transaction and lhe
re-dispatching ofgeneralion in the US market as well [4]. Thc latest Department of
Energy (DOE) CM report dellnes three rypcs of congested areas: Crilical
Clongcslion Areas. Congestion Areas of Concern and Conditional Congestion
Areas [3]. DOI- based its classification on the occurrences olthc congestion, No. of
holrrs operating mofe than 90olo of the safe level and the cost of con8estion.
Detailed ol Califomia, Tc\as and PJM markets are presented along with how the
market mechanism of the transmission cxpansion process is undertaken [7].
l 0
In North Americxn Rel iabi l i ly Clounci l  (NgRC) the Impfovemcnl of congcst ion
nlanagcmcnt proccsscs inclLrdcs:
. ' lhe nurnber and amou.t of transaclions cLrftai led b solve e rel iabi l i t) ,
constraint is excessive and costly to the market.
. Tbcrc is limitcd opportunity or incentive to rc-dispatch resources or take
other aclions to miDimize reliability impacls on the m:rrket.
. There are limited incentives to the transmission prov;der to build
transmission or othcfivise (emovo transmission constraints.
. Market participants don't have access to timely and accuratc intormation
about transmission system constraints and congestion management actions
l1l.
ERCOI' repoft includes many powcr markcts clcments and design. Also, it
disousses the econonics of Congestion Managcmcnt and statcs the measures of
efficienl and sustainable markcts 15l.
European Commission has drafted congestion management guidelines, Regulation
1228/2003,trC. The following principles have been aSreed on [9]:
. Economic efficiency and promotion ofcompetition,
. Maximizing the amount ofcapacity available and the usc madc of it,
. Transparency to network users on a non-discriminatory basis,
. Secure nelwork operalion,
r Largel) revenue neutral mechanisms ftom the system operators'
point ofvic*.
The different methods used for Congcstion Managcment in Nordic pool erc
invcstigated [2]. The aulhors shoN that diffcfcnt methods yields different prices
and of course diflerent surplus lbr market participants. They also discuss th{r
"market power" of different market agenls as well thc revenue collected by ISO.
Explanatjons of the evolution of Nordic power market as lvell as tbc ancillary
scrvice regulation power market is presented [10]. lt highlights the generalion
expansion and how the markel rnechanism affcctcd that. i.e. creation ofRegulation
Power Option Markct (RPOM) and additive incentives fbr wind energy.
Different CM schcmcs uscd in Europe are discussed in [9-16] as well as the need of
enhancing cross-border links in Europe. Power trade has increased a cross borders
with littlc growth in cross bordcr transmission links, sjnce 2004 up to Dec 2008
only 2 "380 kV" l inks were added ! l l .
The definition and analysis oflinancial Transmission Rights FTRS, Transmission
Congestion Contracts TCCS and Contract for Diffcrcnccs CfDs are discussed in
[15 -16 ] .
CM and Transmission Expansion relation in California, 'l exas and PJM are listed
in [7]- FTR based transmission expansion are discussed in []3-201. Congestion
based transmission expansion are discussed in [2]-241. A congestion indicator of
thc lblm of Lerner is used under LMP based market to indicatc the required
tansmission expansion in the IEEE 24 bus system as study case [] 71. A planning
objective arc to ma-\imizing the reliability and minimizing the congestion cost, the
NY system as study case [21]. A planninS model is developed under different
market driven power flow patterns with decision anall'sis of minimizing thc risk of
the selcctcd plan [22]. A new probabilistic approach for transmission expansion
subject o diflerenl Markct Participants MP point ofvie\\' is presenlcd and the IEEE
30 bus system as study case [23]. The planning objcctivcs is to minimize thc
D
investment cost taking into cons;deration the operational problem and drc IIDE 24
bus system as study case [24].
Acccss Chargcs, tfansmission rales, anciliary services and regulator rules in San
Diego are presented in [271. An overview ofERCOT bulk powcr s"vstcln and issucs
that face its markets are ljsted in[28]. Transmission system expansion- reliability
enhancement, ransrnission pricing and cost recovery in the \\,est arc includcd
in[291.
A new methodology lo estimate the actual cost of congestion by considering the
dillercncc in OPF and security const.ained OPF using limited, non-siate eslimator
data are included in[31]. Llastem interconnection and l'VA systems as study cases.
Congeslion cost aliocation & locational marginal pricing are discusscd in [32-33,
451, IEEE 5 bus and RTS as study cases.
'lhe usc of static synchronous eries compensator to tesolvc congestion-caused
problems and to reduce the d;flerences in power priccs is discussed in [34]. lhe
congestion management pricing and the uses of FACTS devices to reduce the
congestion are listed in [35-36].
The objective of optimal power dispatch, the fairness in conttact curtailment and
ihe ISO-MPS coordination are explorcd in[37]. Aunitied framework for reactive
power managemenl in competitive market is presented in[38]. A two-stage bybrid
model fbr oongestion management f'or both real & reactive power transaclion is
discusscd[39], modif ied II]UD 30 bus test system as study case. A probabil isl ic
approach for optimal and reliable scheduling in electric powcr market is
presented[40].
l 3
Prioe invesligation caused by randorr lailures ancl cuslomer esponse is discussed
inl41l. IEEE RTS as study case. Evaluation and Comparison oftransmission tari113
mcthods in power markets are discussed in[42-,16].
Thc cconomic elliciency of assessing charges on the basis of customer-specific
costs is discussed in[43], two allocation methods were developed and studied, i.e.
the regulation allocation and thc load following allocation methods. Transmission
Congestion management using econornio load management is presented in [44],
IEEE 30 blls test systern as study oase.
A comb;netion of nodal nnd area pricing with minimiTation of tolal congestion
oosts is disoussed in[47], paft of the Nordic system as stlrdy case. Decentralizcd
approach to solve the CM problem using multi-agent technok)gy is presenlcd
in[48]. 'lransmission planning considering reliability and congestion cost is
presentcd in[49], using GridView power markel simulator and NYCA as study
case. A review on the Australian powet market and how the congcstion is managed
is described in[50], the paper highlights key asp€cts need more attention under




Power systcms under deregulated environment are usually operaled by Indcpcndent
System Operators (lSO), and their primc duty is to maintain system secuity with
least possible cost ofenergy. In many markets, like thc [IS, the trades ofpower are
processed through market operator, so that the 1SO is not involved directly \vith
contracls cudailmcnt. In some US states, it is even against the law if they
communicate with each other outside the propcr fbrmal channels, and that is to
reduce both operalors markct powcr.
To study and propose a solution to congestion cost in a certain systcm. it is
necessary lirst to dellne the ISO procedures. in gencral: How the ISO look ill1o the
system, how he sets lhe power pices and then how to deai with congestion when it
The ISO deals with real time system stelus which does not remove lhe congestions
permanently. Most congcstions require investments in equ;pment installation. The
pcmanent removal ol congestion under deregulated envitonmcnts is noi defined
clearly.
ln this thcsis a mechanism for penranent congestion removal is prcscnted- lt is a
function ofthe congestion cost ilsell l'hc mochanism is based on thc addition ofa
transmission line to the congested path, zone and thcn calculating pay back time
through the dil'letcncc in congestion and inveslmcni costs.
1 5
Two study cases will be considered in rhis thcsis. The first case is moditied IEEE
30 bus tes! system. The second case is 11 bns J80 kV real system.
The initial analysis of LMPS is obtained through a MATLAB based program called
MATPOWER version 3.2. It is an open code and has powerful routincs fof solving
and optimizing power system equations.
After obtaining the LMP'S the congestion costs will be calculated based on the
congestion defined for each case.
After obtaining the initial congestion costs, simple contingency analysis will be
simulated to form set oftransmission lines for congestion removal. Then the LMP'S
and congestion costs will be calculated again with each possible added line. lhe
last steps will be repeated till all lines are considered. Finaily, Pay Back Time will






Define sei of Lines for congestion removal
Add one new l ine and
Check the congeslion status
Calculate: LN4P'S, Gain & st Dev
Upl i f t  Charses + SRP + CR
Calculate: LMP's, Gain & st Dev
Upliit Charqes + SRP + CR
Calculate PBP
stillmore lines to consider
Figure 3.1 Solution Process
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3.2 Congestion Costs Calculations
Congest;on costs can be obtained by one or more oflhe following three
components:
1. Urrl i f t  chatses
Congestion costs are equal to the increased ispatch payments by the market o
generators that arc out of merit order.
2. System Rc-disoatch Pavments(SRP)
Congestion costs are equal to the difl'erence in dispalch payncnts by the market
to generators ill the congested casc relative to costs for the un-conSested case.
3. Consestion Revenues(CR)
Congestion revenues arc the evaluation oftransrnission ofenergy across a
congested interface. Neglecting losses, these revenues are cqual to the product
ofthe energy flow and the pricc. CR is usually collected by ISO or transmission
The variation in congestion costs oalculation dcpcnd on the market mechanism
and ISO proccdures.
In this thcsis, based on how the congestion is defined. the congestion costs can
be obta;ied through the addition ofall lhrcc components.
l 8
3.f, Illustration
Figure 3.2 shorvs a thrcc bus system. This is used to illustratc thc problem ol
congcslion i d i t .  effecl. on encrgl prire.
Congested path if exceeds 90 lVlW
200 tvtw
capacity =100
ice = 50 $/MWH
n Capacily =200
Figure 3.2 simple example
Ruses l, 2 and 3 fo n a slstem under sllrdy. as in figurc 3.2, thcn:
At Markei Dispatch Stage:
'lhe MCP ;s 50 $ / MWll, and the total energy cost is:
50  $ /MWHX 200MW =  10 ,000  $ /hou r
At Congestion Rc-Dispatch Stage:
ln congestion rc-dispatch stage the conslraint ofline I -2 is considered and powcr
price wil l  bc:
A.t bus I : 50 $/MWH
At bus 2: 100 MW @ 50 $ / MwH and 100 MW @ 100 $ / MwH. and becomes:
(  r 0 0 + 5 0 ) / 2 =  7 5  $ a 4 w H
At bus 3: 100 $,MwlI
The total energy cost is:
75$ /MWH X  200  MW =  15 ,000  $  /  hou r
The d;f[erencc here is 5,000 $ / hour and thet can be considered part oflp[i
charecs.
'l'be 
sccond charge appears for CcneratorNol, beoause it was selected to sell 200
MW ofpower at Market Dispatch stage but reduced to 100 MW in the congcstion
re-dispatch stage. Let's assume a 100/o lost profit for Ccn Nol:
So l0% of ( 100 Mw @ 50 $ / MWH ) = 500 $ / hour to be paid to Gen Nol as a
lost profit, and that can be considered paft of SJlilgRqdisp4lqLPqylE$g
l he third charSe appears is due lo congestion path aoross Bus No 3- ,^.ssumirg Ihat
ifthe ISO dcfincs a limit of90 MW across Bus No. 3. In the congestion re-dispatch
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stage the flow e\ceeds 90 MW, and thcre w;11 bc congcstion fcvenues on extra
power llow across congcstcd Bus No 3. In thls case:
I00 MW 90 MW = l0 MW extra flow,
Then Congestion Revenues equals the extra flo\\' times the intcriace power price:
l 0  MWX 100  $ /MwH =1000$ /hou r .
2 l
3.,1 Mathematiral rcpresentation
3.,1.1 Market Clearins Price lvlCJ,
The MCP used in this lhcsis is obtained through N4\TPOWSR 3.2 based on an
optimal DC load flow solver m;nimiz;ng thlr total system generat;on cost and
subject o expanded limits in both generators and transmissions.
3.4.2 Localion Marsinal Prices
The LMPS used in Ihis thcsis is also obtained through MATPOWER based on an
optimal markct based ,4.C load flow solver minimizing the total systcm generatron
cost and subjeot o geneBtors and transmissions constralnts.
3.,1.3 Uplift charees
The uplift charges used in tbjs thcsis is included in the LMI'S calculations. ince the
LMPS oblained arc resulted from OPF but adjusted to nehvork losses and ofcourse,
includes the out of merit generators costs.
3.4.4 System Re-dispatch Payments
'lhe SRP are obtained through the following equations:
s R P = } r " " R P ,  ( 3 . 1 )
RedCeni: MDGen i CRGen i ,  Subjectto Redcenl >0 (3.2)
RI, =Rcdccn, x LMP, ! PercentagcProtit  ,  (3-3)
n = total number olgenerators,
i = Congeslcd bus number,
R l ' .  Rc  L l i . p l l l ( h  PJ )m(n l  f n fecnc la lo r i .
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LMPi : Location Marginal Price at Bus i.
MDGen , : selected gcncfalion output at Market Dispatch slagc fof generator i.
CRCCn i = selected generation output at Congcstion Re-Dispatch stagc tbr
gencrator i-
Rcdceni: reduced generat;on output at Congestion ReDispatch stage with respect
to genemtion output at MD stage, fbr generator i,
PercentageProflt i = percentage lost profit lor genemtor i,
3.4.5 Conqestion Revcnues CR
The'lbtal Congcstion Revenues'fCR ;s obtained through the Iollowing equationsi
TCR = I1,"" CR i (3.4)
ExtraFlowAcrossi=TotalFlowAcrossi- AcceptedlsoFlo$' i  (3.5)
CR ,: LMP , ExttaFlowAcross, (3.6)
n = total nurnber ofcongested blLses.
i = Congested bus numbcr,
CR, = Congestion Revenues at Bus i,
I-MP, : Location Marginal Prjce at Bus i,
TotalFlowAcross i = fotal power flow across bus i,
AcccptcdlSOFlow , = Acceptcd safe po\\'er flow actoss bus i, defincd by ISO,
ExtraFlowAcross i = Extra po*er flow across bus i
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3.4.6 Pay Back I'eriod PBP
The PBP in tbis thesis is refened to the time needed for a transmission line lo covcr
its cost from the saving in congestion costs. It is obtained through the fbllowing
equations:
PBPi = Constcostli / Totalcongcostsav i (3 7)
Totalcongcostsav i : TotalcongcostBase - Totalcongcostli (3 8)
PBPj = Pay Back Period (months) fbr Line i,
Con\taosrl CL'n\rrucrinn Cosr (S) ol I  ine i .
I'otalcongcostsav , = Total saving in congestion costs ($) after the addition of
Line i,
TotalcongcostBase : Total congestion costs ($) for the basc case,
Totalcongcostl i = Total congestion costs ($) after the addilion of line i.
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CFIAPTER 4
STUDY CASE l; IEEE MODIFIED 30 BUS 'IEST SYSTEM
4.1 System Modcl
The selected system is modified IEEE 30 bLrs ystem. Cenerator limits are set to
300 MW, Loads are increased 3 times and branch limits are sot to 75 MW. This is
thc base case. Figure 4.I shows the single line diagram for the modified IEEE 30
bus system.
The branch data, bus data, generators data and geneEtors cost coefficients are
shown in Appendix A.
In order to obtain the Market Clearing Pdce, which is simulating thc offercd power
by Generator's companies with no transmission constraints; the foilowing
assumpt;ons are made to the base case:
L Gcn€rators Maxirnum output (MW) = open.
2. Branch limits ( MW): open.
3. DC optimal load f]ow was used.
25
Figure' l  l
Single Line diagram ofthe IEEE 30 Bus system
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4-2 Delining Net$,ork Cotrgestions
Thc lalesl Departmcnt Of Energy (DOL) []l CM reporr defines three types oi
congested a.east Critical Congestiol Areas, Congestjon Areas of Concern and
Conditional Congcstion Areas. DOE based its classitlcation on the occurrences of
thc congestion, No. ofhours operating more than 90% ol"the safe level and the cost
ofcongestion.
Table 4.l. shows the load florv solution for the base case ofthc II]F,E system.
lo define the network congestion for this case, only the outage ol any line that
canies 80% of its capacity is considered. h this case the lines ratings arc sct to 75
MW and rve consider any line that has a f'low over 60 MW. Running contingency
analysis ofone line out at a timc, it was lound that 4 out of 5 iines wil] cause other
lines to be over loaded. These lines arc 2-6 carrying 66 MW, 4-6 carrying 60 MW,
6-8 carrying 75 MW and 21-22 carrying 75 MW as shown in figure,1.2.
'lhe congestion calculntions are based on the above assumption.
In this chapter the MCP and l,MP's was calculated for the b:rse case. Another
circuit is added to the four congested palhs, one line at a tirne. After that the LMP'S
are recalculated for all the lour cases, as shown in table 4.2. Thc sccond step is to
calculate the LMP'S reduction as well as the LMP'S averagc rcductions .Step one
and two are representing the uplift charges and its variations.
The LMP'S standard eviation was calculated io show the powcr pricc protile.
The third step is the calclrlation of Congestion Revenues. The tdurth step is the
calculation oi System Re-dispatch Payments. 'l'hen thc first 3 steps are repcatcd




Congested paths for IEEE modified 30 bus system ( heavy lines )
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Table No. 4.1
Bfanch flolvs in the basc casc
IEEI- modified 30 bus systcm
Branch To Bus From Bus To Bus
o o o
2 62.78 - 2 1 . 5 5 -62 06 20 06 0 . 7 1 6 2 . 1 5
2 1 3 57 22 2 1 . 9 4 -55.65 14.24 r . 575 5 9 8
3 2 4 55 .13 27.7 -53 2 -24 52 1.921 5.44
3 4 48.45 '14.64 -48 21 '13.69 0.238 0.95
5 2 5 4 3 . 9 9 24 53 -42.92 22.52 1 . 0 7 3 4.29
6 ll,m|... 6 66.04 l8.' 2.866 6.6:;
6 60.45, 59:95- :38.45 0.501
8 5 7 42.92 22.52 -41 a1 ,20.89 1 . 1 0 7 2.66
9 6 7 26 84 T  1 . 5 -26.59 - 1 1  8 1 0.256 0.68
e9.:.46:;'-73.82.' .74.ramp?
t t 6 9 1 5 . 5 8 1 3 . 4 1 5 . 5 8 1 4  2 8 0 0 8 8
12 6 1 0 8.9 -7.66 - 8 9 842 0 0 7 6
1 3 9 11 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 1 0 1 5 . 5 8 -14.28 15.58 73 0 0.46
1 5 1 2 '18.'17 -7.O4 18.17 7.97 0 0.93
16 12 1 3 -60 -37.85 60 44.29 0 6.43
1 7 12 '13.26 4 . 0 3 13.05 - l  5 8 4 2 1 0.46
12 1 5 1 6  3 7 -4.24 1 6 2 0.56 o .171 0 3 2
t 9 12 14.94 3.59 -14.75 0 194 0.43
20 -5.55 -1.22 5.62 1 . 2 9 0.068 0.06
21 1 7 4 . 2 5 -2.24 -4.23 2.28 0 . 0 1 7 0.04
22 1 5 1 8 21 08 5 6 ,20 59 -4 62 o 447 0 9 7
23 1 8 1 9 10.99 1 . 9 2 1 0 . 9 1 - 1 . 7 6 0.o74 0 1 6
24 2Q - 1 7  5 9 -8.44 1 7 7 4 7 1 0 . 1 1 6 o.27
25 1 0 20 24 93 1 2  2 8 -24 3 1 0  8 1 0.631 1 4 7
26 1 0 1 7 23.03 20.37 22.77 1 9  6 8 0 257 0.69
27 1 0 21 - 2 1 . 1 3 -36.03 2 1 . 6 3 7 . 1 4 0.475 1 . 1 1
28 TO 22 19.75 25.74 20 42 27.21 0.67 1 . 4 3
72.54 I
30 1 5 23 -35 1 -14.94 36.45 t 7 . 6 5 1 . 3 5 6 2.71
3 1 22 24 22.49 - 1 . 8 1 -2't 73 0.507 0 7 6
t 3 . 9 5 9 . 3 3 1364 -8.7 0.342 0 6 3
33 24 1 0  6 5 1 0 . 3 8 1 1 . 0 2 9.73 0 373 0 6 5
34 25 26 10 .9 1 5 - 1 0  5 , 6 9 0.398 0 6
35 2 5 27 2 1 . 9 2 2 2 2 22.41 1 3 0.485 0 9 3
36 27 19.69 T4.68 l 9  6 9 1 7 . 4 6 0 2 3 8
37 27 29 19.29 6.54 T 8  4 9 5 0 1 0 799 1 . 5 3
38 27 30 22.36 6.86 -20 82 -3 98 1 . 5 3 3 2.87
39 30 11.29 2 . 3 1 T 0  9 8 -1.7 2 0 .3 r6 0.59
40 8 2A - 1 6  T 8 1526 1 6  4 8 14.31 0.299 l
4 1 6 28 -3 21 1 . 3 6 3 . 2 1 4 3 7 0 002 0 0 1
)9
4.3 LMPS Calculations
It was found that thc addition oIeither 6-8 or 21-22 lincs reduced the prioe
noticeably in bus 8 and 21- rcspectively, as shown in table 4.2. Noting that both
lines were loaded to full rating in the base case as shown in table 4- l.
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Table 4.2
LMP 'S  ($ /MwH)
IEEE modilied 30 bus system
After adding
6-8 line
6  8 6 1 0
4.4554
8.5623
9 . 2 1 1 2
92112
7.4030 r 7 2964 7.4166 6 1 4 1 1
7 3902 | 7.2851
7.6175
7.9126 9  0 1 5 8
8.0931
9 . 1 5 l 9
a.2321
4.2191
4 _ 7 5 1 2 4 7 5 1 2 4.7512
7.176' l
7 . 4 7 1 1
ryq29
8 . 1 6 1 5 8.1416 I  1 1 1 8
8.6621 i  8.6882 8 .6715
l 1
1.1 LMP's Gain Calculatiol
The LMP's gain is simply the difference in the LMP'S for each case with respect to
the base case. The base case gain was compared to MCP.
It was tbund that ma-ximum gain obtained is at bus 8 for base case. The minimum
gain obtained is also at bus 8, when line 6-8 is added as shown in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3
L M P ' s G a i n ( $ / M W H )
IEEFI modif ied 30 bLrs svslcm
Bus Base Aflef adding
2-6 |  ne
After adding
4 6 i ine
After adding
6 - 8 l i n e
After adding
2 1 - 2 2 l i n e
1 ,0.861 o.o24 0.0038 - 1 . 0 6 2 1 261
2 -1 0 0 1.4782 1 . 3 0 5 1
3 1 . 3 1 6 2 0.0956 -0.0173 -1.1392 1.4609
4 I 4477 0.1126 ,0.0209 1 1546 1 . 5 0 4 3
5 1.3088 0.0539 0.0'113 1 . 1 4 0 9 1.4326
6 1 5 2 1 1 0 .1513 0 0 3 1 - ' 1 . 1 9 9 8 1 5893
7 1.6564 o.1244 0.0267 1.2094 1 5 7 7 3
9 -2.O14 0 . 1 6 9 9 0.03 1 . 1 9 7 2 1.9663
1 0 0 . 1 7 5 9 0.0283 1 . 1 9 6 1 2 . 1 5 4
l l -2 014 0 . 1 6 9 9 0.03 1 . 1 9 7 2 1 9 6 6 3
1 2 1 . 4 0 3 0 . 1 0 6 6 - 0  0 1 3 6 0.992 1.2619
t 3 1 . 3 9 0 2 0 . I 0 5 7 -0.0134 -0 9923 1.254
L 6 1 7 5 0 . 1 0 9 - 0 . 0 1 2 3 -o.9725 1 2 1 4 2
1 5 |  4194 0  t 0 4 8 -0.0066 -0.9082 1 . 1 2 6 5
1 6 1 . 9 1 7 0 . 1 4 0 9 0.0044 1.0988 1 . 6 8 1
1 7 -2 2626 0 1695 o.0221 1 . 1 8 1 8 2.0467
-2.0955 0 1 4 0 9 0.0067 T.0584 1 . 5 7 5
2.3922 0 . 1 6 0 1 0 . 0 1 4 9 1 . 1 3 5 2 1.8225
20 -2 3842 0  T  6 5 l 0 . 0 T 8 5 1.1545 T 9T 56
21 - 4 . 1 1 3 6 o 2675 o 0421 1 7462 4  T 9 1 3
22 1 24aa 0 0 0 - 1  1 1 5 6
23 -o.4492 0 0634 -0 0055 -0.5758 0.4251
o.0542 0.0236 -0.o02 -0.2'104 -o 4342
-0.9933 0.0104 '0 0001 0 0867 -0 1828
26 ,1.38r 9 0.0055 -0.0021 -0 0892 - 0  1 8 1 1
27 1 . 5 0 0 0 0
2A 2 8622 0 0r 02 -0.0007 0 2899 0.6272
29 ,2. t565 0 . 0 1 3 8 0.005 0.0089 0.0441
30 -2 6621 -0.0261 -0 0094 0 . 0 1 6 8 0 0841
l l
LMP'S Avcrase Price Reduction
It was tbund that LMP'S average reduction as minimum of-l.0,{27 $/hour and a
maximum of L8514 $/hour when, line 2l-22 and in the base case, respectively.
That is among the considered cases as shown in tables 4.4 and 4.5. Besidc thc base
case, there is an increase of7.56% after adding 6-8 line, and a decrease of 13.28%
after adding 2l-22 line.
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Table 4.4
LMP's Averages ( $/hour )
IEEE modified 30 bus svstem
After addino 2-6 line
After addino 4-6 line
After addinq 6-8 line
Table 4.5
Average Price Reduction ( $ / hour )
as compared to base case
IEEE modified 30 bus
After addinq 2-6 line
After addino 4-6 line -0 .0019
After addino 6-8 line
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1,6 LMP Standard Deviation
The standard devialion is used in this thesis to show how closc the pdces;n
dillerent buses to each other. As the standa.d deviation gets smaller as the price
prcfile becomes naffowcr. Also! the smaller standard deviation shows less
congested network as well as more competitive market. It was found a minimum




IEEE modified 30 bus svstem
Base Case 1.5702
After addino 2-6 ne 1.6262
After addinq 4-6 ne 1.5808
After addino 21-22 l ine 2.0376
3 8
4.7 Uplift charges Calcrlations
The uplift charges ere equal to the increased ispatch paynents by thc market o
generators that are out ofmerit order plus system losses. !'or this case, ;i can bc
obtained through the difference in prices between the MCP and LMPS, in othet




Uplift Charges ($ / hour)








2 6 3 , 9 2 1 2




The CR equals the extra flow across the congested path times thal bus power price.
Obviously, when the congestion is reduced the CR reduced as well. lt was found
that CR in all considered cases is smaller than the base case value. The minimum
obtained CR is when 21-22 line is added as shown in table 4.8.
4 1
Table 4.8
Congestion Revenues ( $ / hour )
IEEE modilied 30 bus
After addino 2-6 l ine 1 8 1  . 8 1 5
After addino 4-6 line
After addinq 6-8 line 195.810
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4.9 Syst€m Re-disprfch Paymcnts(SRP) Calculations
The SRP obtained in each case are very close to thc SRP in the base case.
Although thc SRP figlLres are quite high but when the difference with respcct ro
base case is considered it becom€s very small, except when 2l-22 line is added
as shown in table,{.9- The difference is considered hcre to:neasure the saving
in each ofthe added lines.
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Table 4.9
System Re-dispatch Payments ( $ / hour )
IEEE modified 30 bus
Base Case ' 103 .519
After addinq 2-6 line 105.598
After addinq 4-6 l ine 104.238
After addinq 6-8 line
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4.10 Total Congestions Cost
'fhe total congestion cost gained by each case can be derived by celculating
difference in:
. Uplift charges: total p.icc reduction per hour, with respect to base case.
. SRP : total price reduction per hour, with respect to Market dispatch case.
. CR: total price reduction p€r hour, with rcspect o base case.
All the above calculations dumlion is one hour. Summary ofall considered lines
congestion costs is shown in table 4.10. Total Saving in Congestion Costs is shown
in table 4.1 L
Table No. 4.10
Summary ofSRI & CR ($ / hour)
IEEE modilied 30 bus systcm
Base Case
Case No. After Addino SRP C R SRP C R
I ne 105.60 181.82
103.52 229.70
2 ne 104.24 200.56
3 6-8 ne 115.35 195.81
4 21-22 l ine 154.29 138.97
Tablc No. ,1.11
Total Saving in Congestion Costs $ / hour
IEEE modified 30 bus systcm
Tota, Savinq in C est ionCosts$/ho
Case Upiift Charqes GR SRP
After addnq 2-6 ne 29 47.88 2.08 79
After addnq 4-6 ne 2 29.14 0.72
After addnq 6-8 ne -396 33.89 1  1 . 8 3 -350
After addna 21-22 l ine 388 90.73 530
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4.11 Added lines parameters atrd coDstruction cost
The same line parameters used for each added s€cond circuits. The added lines
construction cost arc assumed to be 266,666 $ per kilometer for the 132 kV lines
and 160,000 $ per kilometer for the 33 kV lines. In order to obtain line lengths
typical impedances were used. For 132 kV lines tlpical impedance of0.0001825
j0.0019192 and for 33 kV cable a typical impedance of 0.00292876 +j0.006005
Table 4.12 shows the construction cost for each added line.
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Table No. ,1.12
Used Lines parameters and Construction Cost ( k $ )






( k $ )
I 2 6 98 As existing 2-6 26,133
2 4 6 2 t As exist ins 4-6 5.600
l 6 8 2 l As etisl ins 6-8 5,600
4 2 l 22 3 As exist ins 21-22 ,1110
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4.12 Pay Back Period PBP
The PBP for any line here is defined as the time needed to collect enougb
congestion cost saving equals to its construction cost, that can be derived by
dividing the construction cost on the total saving as shown in table 4.13. lt was
found that the PBP is as low as 2 months only when adding line 21-22.
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Tab leNo .4 .13
Pay Back Period PBP ( months )





k$ / month PBP {months)
After addine 2-6 26 . I  l 3 57 459
A fter addinc 4-6 5.600 23 243
After addinq 6-8 s,600 -252
CHAPTER 5
STUDY CASF. 2; 1 I BUS 380 KV REAL SYSTEM
5.1 System Model
The selected system is real 380 kv system reduced to l1 buses. The reduced system
has 6 powcr plants with total capacib' of 15,500 MW. toial Load of 13,600 MW
and 22 "380 kv" transmission lines, as shown in figure 5.1.
The branch data, bus data and generators data are shown in Appendix A.
Due to unavailabilit! of exect generators coefficients cost data. the IEEE 30 bus
system generator cost data will be used, and then the average cost produced will be
compared to the system avcfagc prcduction cost, hence the average power price
with uplift charges hould be in the range of l0 30 $ / MWH.
ln order 10 obtain the Market Clearing Price, which is the simulating ofthe oflered
power by Generator's companies with no tmnsmission constraints; the following
assumptions are made to the base case:
L Generatofs Ma-\imum output (MW) = open.
2. Branch limits ( MW) - open.




ll bus 380 kV real svstem
5.2 Definirg Netriork Congcstions
In order to deflnc thc congested zones, contingcncy analysis rvas run on thc I I blrs
180 kV real system, shown in f i8urc 5.l ,  and that is by considcfing one l ine outage
at a time. Branch flo\vs in the base casc is shown in table 5.1.
All l;nes outages in base case do not cause olher lines to be overloaded exccpt for
eithef 1-4 or 2-,{ lines- The outage of 1-4 line will causc 2-,1 line to be overloaded
and vjce versa. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show lhe branches flow during thesc 2 lincs
outage. From contingency analysis and by varying the loads it was found that ifthe
llow across zone 4 is limited to 630 MW. no line will bc ovcr loaded. Based on that
we choose zone 4 to be congested zonc or bus and congestion calculalions are
based on that.
In this chaptcr lirst the LMP'S in MCP. Base case nre calculated. Second. are the
calculations of LMP'S reduction, avcrage reduction, gain and standard dcviation.
Thifd, are the calculations of Colgestion Revenues and Syslen Re-d;spatch
Payments.
After that. the Congestions Elimination Mechanism is presented and the set of
possible added lines is formed. Also, congestion is tested in cach case. Then the
first 3 steps are repeated aftcr addition ofnew line, one line at a lime. Aft€r that the
calculation o1'Pay Back Period is presented.
Tab lcNo .5 .1
Branch flows in tbe base case
11 bus 380 kV real system
Eranch
bus To Bus
From Bus To Bus
o o O
I 1 2 4 1 8  0 3 416.45 37.36 1.586 28 86
2 1 2 4 1 8 . 0 3 -416.45 37.36 1 586 28.86
3 l 3 321.33 -0.76 -3r 9.83 3 I 1 4 9 8 30.25
5 2 3 230 47 1 6  1 6 229.99 2 1 . 9 5 0.479 5.79
6 2 451 32 121 449.54 86.34 1 . 7 8 2 34.66
7 2 1 0 575.56 0 -570 50 93 5 559 50 93
I 2 1 0 575.56 0 -570 5 0 . 9 3 5.559 50.93
9 3 8 3 7 8 . 3 1 109 69 -375 3.307 34.69
1 0 3 8 378 31 109.69 -375 3.307 34.69
11 7 290.63 ,98.32 -289.26 124.O4 1 3 7 2 1  1 2
1 2 7 290 63 -98 32 -289 26 124 04 1 3 1 21 72
1 3 9 10.47 1 5 0 0 0.599 10.47
9 1 5 0 . 6 10.41 1 5 0 0 0.599 10.47
1 5 5 6 -75 -25 1 5 0 3 25.6 0.o21 0.6
5 6 -75 -25 75.03 25.6 0.o27 0.6
1 7 6 7 7 6 2  6 1 6 8  9 5 769 63 7.011 108.65
1 8 6 7 762.61 6 8 . 9 5 769.63 1 7 7  6 7 011 108.65
6 7 -762.61 -68.95 769.63 1 7 7 . 6 7.017 r08  65
20 6 7 ,762 61 -68.95 769 63 1 7 1 6 1.011 1 0 8  6 5
21 6 1 1 502 -37 69 -49 99 4 l  1 5 4.244 3.46
22 6 1 1 50.2 -37.69 -49.99 4 1  1 5 4.204 3.46
5 i
Table No. 5.2
Branch flo\vs during the outagc ofline l-4
1 I bus 380 kV real system
Bfanch
N O To Bus
r-rom Bus To Bus
o o o
I 1 2 1020.67 30.24 101 1 22 14'1.88 9.451 172',13
2 l 2 1024.67 34.24 1011.22 1 4 1 . 8 8 9.457 1 7 2 . 1 3
3 1 3 558.66 '18.2'l -554.13 73.33 4.534
2 3 44.65 3 . 8 1 44.66 -3.59 0 . 0  t 8 0.22
6 2 1 0 575.56 0 -574 50.93 5.559 50.93
7 2 1 0 575.56 0 -510 50.93 5.559 50.93
8 3 8 378.31 109.69 375 ,15 3 307 34.69
I 3 8 378.31 1 0 9 . 6 9 -375 3.307 34.69
1 0 7 29't .29 -216.55 -289.26 248 79 2 033 32 24
1 1 7 291.29 - 2 1 6  5 5 -289.26 244.79 2 033 32.24
12 9 150.64 1 1 . 1 2 1 5 0 0 0.636 1 l 1 2
1 3 9 150.64 1 1  1 2 1 5 0 0 0 636 1',t1 2
5 6 75.03 25.6 o.o27 0.6
1 5 5 6 75.03 25.6 0 427 0.6
16 6 7 -762.61 -68.95 769.63 117.6 7.017 1 0 8 . 6 5
1 7 6 7 -762.61 -68.95 769.63 117.6 7.417 1 0 8 . 6 5
1 8 6 7 ,762 61 -68.95 769.63 177.6 7.417 1 0 8 . 6 5
I 9 6 7 -762.61 -68.95 769 63 '177.6 7.417 T 0 8  6 5
20 6 1 1 5 0 2 -37.69 49.99 4  t . 1 5 o.204 3.46
21 6 1 1 50.2 ,37.69 -49.99 41.15 0 204 3.46
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' lable No. 5.3
Branch llows dur;ng the outage ofline 2-,1
11 bus 380 kV real system
Branch
N O bus
From Bus To Bus
O o o
I 1 2 228.76 -8.23 -228 28 16.88 0 475 8 6 5
2 1 2 228.76 8.23 228.24 l 6  8 8 4.475 8.65
3 1 3 242.55 -3.37 -241.1 20.67 0.854 17.24
5 2 3 305.45 -20.11 -304.61 30.33 0.841 1 0  1 7
6 2 1 0 575 56 0 570 50 93 5 559 50.93
7 2 1 0 575.56 0 -570 50.93 5.559 50.93
8 3 8 378 31 109 69 3.307 34.69
I 3 8 378.31 1 0 9 . 6 9 3 307 34.69
1 0 4 7 290.81 141 -249 26 165.62 1.552 24.61
11 4 7 290.81 141 -289.26 165.62 1.552 24.61
1 2 I 1 5 0 . 6 1 14.7 1 5 0 0 0 6 1 1 14.7
4 9 1 5 0 . 6 1 14.7 ,150 0 0  6 1 1 14.7
5 6 ,75 -25 75.03 25.6 o o27 0 6
1 5 5 6 75.03 2 5 6 o 027 0.6
6 -762.61 -68.95 769.63 177.6 7 017 108.65
1 7 6 7 -762.61 -68.95 769 63 117.6 7 017 1 0 8 . 6 5
1 8 6 7 -762.61 68.95 769 63 117.6 7 017 1 0 8  6 5
1 9 6 7 -762.61 68.95 769.63 177.6 7 017 1 0 8  6 5
20 6 t 1 50.2 -37 69 -49 99 41.15 o.204 3.46
2 l 6 1'1 50.2 -37.69 49.99 4 l  l 5 o 204 3.46
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5.3 DeliningCongestionsEliminationMechxnisln
In order 10 obtain a set oflines $hen added that might eliminate the congcstion, thc
followings were considered:
. Exoluding Remote buses and ncighbor system from the expansion process,
as shown in figure 5.2
. Select any line that is connected to congested zone:
o Lines to be added: 1-4. 2-4, 3-4, 4-5 and 4-6. as shown in figures 5.3
and 5.4.
. Select any line that connects the system across congested zone:
o Lines to be add€d: l- '1,2-7,3-7,l-5, 2-5 and 3-5, as shown in f igure
5 .5 .
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Figure 5.2
Excluded Buses from network expansion
11 bus 380 kV realsystem
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The addition of any ofihe 3 - - - lines tr.i,ar,ly femoves the congestion on bus No.
4
Figure 5.3
Lines that probably remove the congestion
1'l bus 380 kV real svstem
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- Criticalpaths, our.Se ofone line willcause over load lor the olher
Figure 5.4
Lines under study for congestion removal
1'l bus 380 kV real svstem
6 l
The addition ofthese 2 - - - lineswill be investiqated









Lines under study across congested bus
1'l bus 380 kV real svstem
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5.1 Added l ine parameters
Tablc 5.4 shows thc uscd lines paramete$. I'he existing linc lcngths and
parameters are used. Similar line parameters to the existing lines are used when the









1 I 2nd circuit
2 2 4 74 2nd circuit As existinq 2-4
3 3 117
4 5 112
5 6 132 a s  l - 3
6 1 7 1 0 9
7 2 7 '142 as 1-3
8 3 1 1 9 3 a s 4 9
9 1 5 146 as 1-3
t 0 2 5 148 as 1-3
1 1 3 5 197 as 4-9
5.5 CoDgestion Test'
Congestion Test is simply checking the branch flows during the outage ofe;ther 1-
4 or 2-4 and that is after the addition of lines, one line at a time. If any lines get
overloaded, then congestion still there and it fails the test.
Table 5.5 summarized the congestion test alier each case. It was found that 3 out of
I I selected paths failed the congestion test.
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] 'able No. 5.5
Congestion Iest
l1 bus 380 kV real system
Case
NO. fronl to lenqth km




3 3 1 1 7 1-4 loaded 99% when 2-4 is out
6 7 1 0 9
7 2 l 142
9 5 1 4 6
1 0 2 5 ua
I I 3 5 '197
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5.6 Added lines constructbn cost
For the 380 kV transmission lines construction oostr an avemge cost per kilometer
of586,000 $ is used.
Table 5.6 shows the construcuon cosl for each line.
6 /
Table No. 5.6
Added Lines Construction Costs
l l bus 380 kV real system
Case No. Construct on cost ( Thousand $ )
4 4 5 26.370
2 2 43.364
3 3 4 117 68.562
4 4 5 112 65.632
5 4 6 132 77.352
6 1 7 1 0 9 63.874
7 2 7 '142 83,212
8 3 7 1 9 3 1 1 3 . 0 9 8
9 1 5 146
1 0 2 5 1 4 8 a6,728
1 l 3 5 197 '115.442
6n
5.7 LMPS Calculttions
Thc produced set ofLMPs is based on the IEEE 30 bus genemtors cost coefficicnts
and found to be high, as cxpected, as compared to the actual system range
production cost as explained in casc 2 system model. This output is rellecting a
huge generation olttput fiom small machines, as assumcd. There is a need to
represent generation coefficients for the coDgcstion calclLlations To cofiest thaf,
the LMP'S produced are scaled back to tle system production cost, which is in
range of10 30 $ / MWII in real case. LMP'S avetage was found as ll0 S /
NIWH. To make it realistic and comparablc energy pr;ces, the LMPS obtained was
divided by 10. and the produced values arc used for the rema;ning of the
calculations.
Produced and Couected LMPS are shown in tables 5.7. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10
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able No. 5.7
LMPS($/MWfl) usingthe t lrBE 30 bus Cen Coeff ioienls










86.6500 137.0309 137 1767 136.9423 136 8990 1 3 7 . 0 1 8 4
2 86.6500 137 3903 137.8796 1 3 8 . 0 4 5 l 137.8638 137.9800
3 86.6500 138 5000 138 5000 138.5000 138 5000 138 5000
86.6500 138 9961 I 3 8 . 2 8 8 1 138.6987 138.7984 T 3 8  9 8 5 7
5 86.6500 142.9200 '142.1738 142 6021 142.7081 141.117 |
6 86.6500 142.8177 142 0720 142.5000 142.6059 1 4 1  3 3 9 1
7 86 6500 1 4 0  1 8 1 9 139.4500 139 8701 139.9740 139.1642
8 86 6500 140 8894 140.8894 r40 8894 1 4 0  8 8 9 4 140.8894
I 86 6500 ua 1745 139.4162 139 4444 1 3 9  9 5 3 6 140 1693
1 0 86 6500 140 7042 140.5953 140.1641 140 5192 140.6977
t 1 86 6500 143.5640 142.8144 143 2447 143.3511 142.0736
7l)
Table No. 5.8
Concc tedLMPS($ /Mwl I )






a.lding 2 4 After adding
3-4l ine
adding 4 5
8.6650 1 3 . 7 0 3 1 '13.7177 13 6942 13.6899 1 3  7 0  l 8
2 8.6650 13.7990 13.7880 13 8045 13.7864 1 3 . 7 9 8 0
3 8.6650 13.8500 13.8500 13.8500 13 8500 13.8500
4 8.6650 13.8996 13.8288 1 3 . 8 6 9 9 '13.8798 13.8986
5 8.6650 14.2920 14 2174 14.2602 142748 14.1117
6 8.6650 f t . 2 8 1 4 f t . 2 4 7 2 M.2504 14.2606 14.1339
7 8.6650 14.4182 13.9450 13.9870 139974 1 3 . 9 1 6 4
I 8.6650 14.0889 14.0889 14 0889 14 0889 14 0889
9 8.6650 14.0171 1 3  9 4 1 6 13.9844 13.9954 1 4 . 0 1 6 9
1 0 I 6 6 5 0 14.O708 14.0595 14.0764 a 4579 14.0698
t t 8 6650 14.3564 14.2814 14.3245 1 4  3 3 5 1 '14.2074
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Table No.5.9
l,MPs ( $ / MWH ) using the IELE 30 bus Cen Coeflloients
l1 bus 380 kV real system
Bus adding 4-










5 l i n e
adding 3
5 l ine
1 137.41871 3 7 . 1 0 0 9136 .93 r0'136.7772 '137.1276 136 8422 136.4729
2 1 3 7 . 9 8 0 1137.9213138.0457137.7619 137.89331 3 8 . 0 7 9 1137 4932
3 138.5000138.5000 138 5000 138 5000 138.5000 138.5000138.5000
138.98471 3 8  6 1 9 3 138 6801 1 3 8  6 1 9 1 1 3 8 . 4 3 | 138.4216 1 3 8 . 1 6 3 4
5 141.4207 1 4 1 . 5 8 4 1'141.9761142.2277139.9850 140.4011 1 4 0 . 8 9  t 5
6 1 4 1  3 2 0 9 141.4829 '141.4744'142.1259 1 4 0 . 3 1 0 3140 6496 140.9986
7 1 J 9 . 1 4 7 81 3 8 . 8 7 1 8139 2560 139.5028138.2907 138 5252 138 6876
8 140.8894140.8894140.8894140 8894 140 8894 140 8894 140 8894
9 140.1669139 7708 139 8397 139.7830 139.5776 139.5730139 3172
1 0 140.6978140.6439 140.7647 140.4753 140 6093 140.7988140 2013
t t 142 0561 142 2223 142.6158 142.86861 4 1 . 0 3 6 7141.3774141.7302
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Table No. 5.10
Conec tedLMI 'S ($ /MWH)
1l bus 380 kV real system
Bus adding 4-
6 l i n e
adding 1-
7 l i n e
adding 2 adding 3-
7 l i n e
adding 1





1 1 3 . 7 0 1 9 1 3 . 7 1 0 1 13.6931 1 3 6 7 7 1 13.7128 1 3 . 6 8 4 2 13.6473
2 13.7980 13 7927 13.8046 13.7762 13 7893 13.8079 13.7493
3 1 3 . 8 5 0 0 13.8500 13.8500 1 3 . 8 5 0 0 13.8500 t 3  8 5 0 0 1 3 . 8 5 0 0
1 3 . 8 9 8 5 1 3  8 6 1 9 13.8680 1 3 . 8 6 1 9 13 8431 13.8422 1 3 . 8 1 6 3
5 14 1421 141584 '14.1976 14.2228 13 9985 '14.0401 14.0892
6 14.1321 14.'1483 1 4 1 8 7 4 1 4 2 1 2 6 1 4 . 0 3 1 0 14.0650 14.0999
7 1 3  9 1 4 8 13 841? 13 9256 13 9503 1 3  8 2 9 1 13 8525 13.8688
8 14.0889 14.0889 14.0889 14.0889 14.0889 14.0889 14 0889
I M.4167 13.9771 1 3 . 9 8 4 0 13.9783 13 9578 1 3  9 5 7 3 13 9317
1 0 14.0698 '14.4644 14.0765 14.4475 14.0609 ft 4799 14.4201
t t ft.2456 14 2222 14.2616 14.2869 f t . 1437 14.1317 14.1730
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5.8 LMPS Gain Calculations
The LMP'S gain is simply the differcnce in the LMP'S for each casc with respect to
the base case. The base case gain was compared to MCP-
It was found that buses 3 and 8 gains are zero, except fbr the base case. Noting that
bus 3 has the most expensive generation cost in the network and bus 8 is connected
only to bus 3. All other lines gains are vory small, the mal.\imuln gain obtained
beside the base case was found 0.2935 $ / hour at bus 5 after the addition ol l-5
l ine, as shown in tables 5.1I and 5.12.
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Table No. 5.11
LMPSCa in ($ /MWFI )






adding 1-4 adding 2 4
After
adding 3-4 adding 4'5
lLne
adding 4-6
1 s.0381 0 . 0 1 4 6 0.0089 -0.0132 -0.0012 -0.0012
2 5 . I 3 4 0 0 . 0 1 1 1 0.0055 -0.0'126 0 . 0 0 1 0 - 0 . 0 0 1 0
3 5 . 1 8 5 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0000
4 5.2346 -0.0708 -o.4297 0 .0198 - 0  0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 1 1
5 5 6270 -o.o746 0 .0318 -0.0212 -0.1803 -0.1499
6 5  6 1 6 8 -o.o746 0 .0318 -0.0212 -0. I479 -0.1497
7 5.3532 o.o732 -0.0312 -0.0208 - 0 . 1 0 1 8 -0.1034
8 5.4239 0 0000 0 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0000
9 5.352 t o.o754 -0 0326 -0.0217 -0.0001 -0 0004
IO 5 4058 - 0 . 0 1 1 3 0.0056 0 . 0 1 2 9 - 0  0 0 1 1 , 0 . 0 0 1 0
1 l 5 . 6 9 1 4 0.0750 -0 0319 -0.0213 0 . 1 4 9 0 -0.1508
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Tab leNo .5 .12
LMPsGa in ($ /MWH)









adding l-5 adding 2-5
l tne
adding 3 5
1 0.0070 '0.0' t00 -0.0254 0.0097 -0.0189 -0.0558
2 -0.0063 0.0055 -o.0224 -0.0097 0 0089 -0.0497
3 0.0000 0.0000 0 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 0000
-o.4377 -0.0316 -o 0377 -0 0565 0.0574 -0.0833
5 - 0 . 1 3 3 6 -0.0944 -0.0692 -0.2519 a 2428
6 -0 1335 -0.0943 -0.0692 -0.2547 -0.2168 0 . 1 8 1 9
7 - 0  1 3 1 0 -0.0926 -0.0679 - 0 . 1 8 9 1 -0.1657 -4.1494
I 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9 -0.0400 -0.0331 -0 0388 -0 0593 -0 0598 -0.0853
1 0 -0.0064 0.0056 -0.0233 ,0.009s 0.0091 0.0507
1 1 -o.1342 -0.0948 -0 0695 -o 2527 -0 2187 -0.1834
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5.9 LMP's Averages and Averages Price Reduclion
It was found that thc addition ofline l-5 will produce the maximum pticc
reduction, as compared to all other considered lines. LMP's averages and average




11 bus 380 kV real system
Base Case 14.0343
After addino 1-4 ne 13.9932
After addinq 2-4 ne 14.O173
After addino 3-4 ne 1 4 . 0 1 9 3
After addinq 4-5 ne '13.9412
After addinq 4-6 ne 13.9835
After addinq 1-7 ne 13.9783
After addinq 2'7 ne 13.9943
After addinq 3-7 ne 13.9957
After addinq 2-5 line 13.946
After addinq 3-5 line 1 3 . 9 3 9 5
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Table No. 5.14
Average Price Reduction $ / hour as comparcd to base case
| |  bus 180 kV real .)clen.
Base Case 5.3693
After addino 1-4 ne 0.0410
After addinq 2-4 ne -0.0170
After addino 3-4 ne ,0.0150
After addino 4-5 ne -0.0530
After addinq 4-6 ne -0.0508
After addinq 1-7 ne -0.0560
After addinq 2-7 ne -0.0400
After addinq 3-7 ne -0.0385
After addinq 2-5l ine 0.0883
After addinq 3 5line 0.0948
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5.10 LMP Standard Deviation
Thc standard eviation is used here to show how close the pdccs in dillerent buses
to each other. As the standard eviation gets smaller as the price profile becomes
narrorver. Also, the srnallcr standard deviation shows less congested network as
well as more competitive market. The result shows that tlre 11 bus 380 kV real
system is very competit;ve and narrcw price profile with maximum standard
deviation of 0.2 | 29 in the base case. as shown in table 5- I5.
It is noticed herc that line l-5 creates the most competitive market environment as




I I bus 380 kV real system
After addinq 1-4 l ine
After addinq 2-4 line
After addinq 3-4 line
After addinq 4-5 line 0 . 1 5 8 8
0.1612After addinq 4-6 line
0 . 1 6 8 9After addino 1-7 l ine
After addino 2-7 line
After addino 3-7 line
After addinq 2-5 line
After addino 3-5 l ine
5.ll Uplift Charges Calculatiotrs
The uplift charges are equal to the increased ispatch payments by the market to
genemtors that are out ofmerit order plus system losses. For our case, it can be
obtained through the differcnce in prices between the MCP and LMPS, in other
words, it can be derived from difference in the total system cost as shown in table
Table No. 5.l6
Up l i f tChargcs ($ /hou r )
I I bus 380 kV real system
Case
NO. Cost





2 2 190 .85 r 1 7 7
3 3 r90,820 2AA
5 194,242 746
5 4 6 190,275 753
6 7 190,258 710
7 2 7 190,509 520
8 3 1 190,481 547
9 189,680 1 , 3 4 9
t 0 2 5 189,901 I  1 2 8
1 1 3 5 189,709 1,320
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5,12 System R€-dispatch Payments(SRP) Calculations
The SRP obtained in each case are very close to the SRP in the base case, as
shown in table 5.17. The difference is considered here to measure the saving in
each ofthe added lines, as shown io tables 5.17 and 5.18. It was found that the
maximum saving is when line l-5 is added.
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' tablc No. 5.17
Syslem Rc-dispatch Paymenls ( $ / hour )
11 bus 380 kV real system
Base Case 3,925 04
After addna 1-4 ne 3 904 60
After addno 2-4 ne 3 . 9 1 6  3 6
After addnq 3-4 ne 3 , 9 1 9 . 1 6
After addnq 4-5 ne 3,896.48
After addnq 4-6 ne 3,896 20
After addna 1-7 ne 3.888.36
After addnq 2-7 ne 3 89S.28
After addnq 3-7 ne 3 906.00
After addinq 2-5line 3,878.84
After addinq 3-5 l ine 3 883.32
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Table No. 5.18
System Rc-dispatoh Payments ( $ / hour ) as compared to Base Case
11 bus 380 kV real system
After addnq 1-4 ne 20.44
After addna 2-4 ne -8.68
After addn o 3 4 ne -5 88
After addnq 4-5 ne -28.56
After addnq 4-6 ne -28.84
After addnq  1 -7 ne -36.68
Aftef add nq 2-7 ne -25.76
Aftef add nq 3-7 ne - 1 9 . 0 4
After addng lrne -46.20
After addnq lrne -41.72
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5.13 Congestion Revenues (CR) Calculations
The CR obtained for this case is quile significant. When there is congestion across
bus No 4, the CR equals the extra flow across the congested bus times that bus
power price- Obviously, when the congestion is removed the CR becomes zero. [n
this case, the limit across bus 4 prcduced from contingency analysis is 630 MW.
Extra power flow across bus 4 and CR are shown in table 5.19.
8'7
Table No. 5.19
Congestion Revenues ( $ / hour )
l1 bus 380 kV rcal system
Conqestion Revenues ( $ / hour ) E^ra iow across Bus 4 ( MW )
Base Case 350S.0955 254
After addna 1-4 ne 0 0
After addna 2-4 ne 0 0
After addnq 3-4 ne 0 0
After addnq 4-5 ne 3412.5159 246
After addnq 4-6 ne 3414.0202 246
After addna 1-7 ne 0 0
After addna 2-7 line 0 0
After addinq 3-7 line 1254.3443 90
After addinq 1-5line 0 0
After addnq lrne 0 0
After addnq l rne 0 0
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5.14 Total Congestions Cost
The total congestion cost gained by each oase can be dcrived by calculaling
differcnce in:
. Uplift charges: tolal pice reduction per ho!r, with respect to base case.
. SRP : total price reduction per hour, with respect to Market dispatch case.
. CR : total price reduction per hour, with respect to base case.
Allthe above calculations duration is one hour. Summary ofall considered lines
congestion costs is shown jn table 5.20. Total Saving in Congesljon Costs is in
range of3700-4900 $ / hour except for the cases that failed the congestion test, as
shown in table 5.21.
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'l'able No. 5.20
Summary ofSRP & CR ($ / hour)
11 bus 380 kV real system
Base case
Case
No, Addino SRP C R SRP CR
1-4 ne 3904.6 0
3,925.04 3,509.10
2 2-4 ne 3 9 1 6 . 3 6 0
3 3-4 tne 3 9 1 9 . 1 6 0
4-5 ne 3896.48 3412.5159
5 4-6 ne 38S6.2 3414.4202
6 1-7 ne 3888.36 0
7 2-7 ne 3899.28 0
8 ne 3906 1250 3443
9 ne 3872.12 0
1 0 ne 3878.84 0
1 l ne 3883.32 0
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Table No. 5.21
Total Saving in Congestioi Costs !i / hour
I I bus 380 kV real s-vstem
TotalSavinq in  Co n Costs hour
Case Uplift charqes C R SRP
After addino 1-4 ne 485 3,509 00 20.44 4,020
After addino 2-4 l ine 177 3,509.00 8.64 3,703
After addinq 3-4 l ine 204 3.509.00 5.84 3 , 7 3 J
After addnq 4-5 ne 146 96 48 28.52 884
After addnq 4-6 l ine 753 94.98 28.80 892
After addnq 1-7 l ine 710 3.509.00 36 64 4 330
After addinq 2-7 l ine 520 3,509 00 25.72 4,070
After addino 3-7 l ine 547 2,25A.66 19.00 2,843
After addinq 1-5 l ine 1,349 3,509.00 52.88 4,926
After addnq 2-5 l ine 1,128 3.509.00 4 6 . 1 6 4,700
After addnq 3-5 l ine 1,320 3,509.00 4 1 . 6 8 4,889
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5.15 Pay BackPe od PBP
The PBP for any line here is defined as the time needed to collect enough
congestion saving equals to its construction cost, as shown in table 5.22.
It was found that the lines which fail the congestion test have the ma-rdmum PBP
of-5-10 years. All other lines PBP are less than 3 years with a minimum of9
mondrs for the case ofadding 1-4 line.
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Table No. 5.22
Pay Back Pcriod PBP ( monlhs )
I I bus 380 kV {eal systenr
Pav Back Period PBP
Conslruction cost k$ Total savinq k$ / monih
PBP
After add nq 2-4 l rne 43.364
After addnq 3-4 l rne 68.562 2,688 26
Aftdiaddno.4;5 .S o:z ...: 103
After addt ' 77.352 642 120
After addnq  1 -7 tne 63,874 3 . 1 1 8 20
After addna 2-7 Ine 83212 2.931 28
Afteimmq 3-7tne 2.047 -*
After addnq tne 85.556 3 546 24
After addnq 2-5 tne 86.728 3,384 26
Atter addnq 3-5 tne 115,442 3.520 33
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis a proposal of congestions relicf mechanism through transmission
cxpansion was presented as well as paynent recovery process through congestions
revenueS,
Two stndy cases u'ere considered. A contingency analysis rvas conducted to each
case to explore the congestion that might arise fiom the ISO point of vierv. One
case produccd a congested paths and the other case produced a congested interface.
It was obscrved fiom the results obtained that the Congcstion Revenues CR is
tbrming most of the total congestion costs. The CR forms an averagc of 93 o/o of
the total congestion costs in the IEEE 30 bus test system and a 95 % in the 11 bus
case. For the I I bus 380 kv real system, it was found that lhe total congestion cost
might be utilized to eliminate the congestion permanently in 9 months while in the
IEBE 30 bus tcst system the PBP is 2 months only. This shows an effective fast
solution for transmission congestion removal which can be applied in loday's
clectricity markets.
In this thesis a specific operating contingency was assumed and based all the
calculation on it. tf the ISO uses different contingency, the result will change
totally. i.e. N- l, N-2 or the loss of largest unit in the syslem might be dillercnt ISO
wo6e contingcncies. Besides tha1, thc dillerent approachcs used for congestion
costs calculation will acld anothcr dimension to thc problem and makes it almost
91
impossible to compare it with previews work on congestion cost rccovery and
oongestion cost allocations.
6.2 Futurc Work
It is recommended for f,rturc work to consider the expansion in renewablc cnergy
sources and the granted access to transmission etwork regatdless oftransmission
congcstion. Also, it is recommended to includ€ the environmental effects on
congestion costs, like Co2 emissions costs and different ype offuel pollution costs.
Beside the said, the financial instruments like Financial Transmission Right (FTR),
Contracts for Differences (C{D) and Transmission Congestion Contracts (fCCs)
are highly affecting the congestion by inttoducing extra constraints Also, the
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A1. Studv Case I : Modified IEEE 30 bus tcst svstcm
Bus Data:
Bus No Qd Bs Base Vmin
l 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 . 1 0.95
2 2 6 5 r 38 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.95
l 7 2 3 6 0 0 0 100 1 1 . 1 0 . 9 5
22.8 4.8 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0 9 5
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0.95
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0 9 5
7 68.4 32.7 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0 9 5
8 90 90 0 0 0 100 I 1 . 1 0.95
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0.95
1 0 1 7 4 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0.95
l l 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0.95
1 2 33.6 22.5 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 1 0.95
l 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0.95
1 8 . 6 4.8 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 . 1 0.95
1 5 24.6 7 . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 . 1 0.95
1 6 1 0 . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 l 1 . 1 0 . 9 5
1 7 27 17.4 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 . 1 0 9 5
t 8 2.7 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 . 1 0 9 5
24.5 10.2 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 . 1 0 9 5
2A 6.6 2 . 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 I 1 . 1 0.95
2 1 52.5 33.6 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.95
22 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 t 0 0 l ' | | 0.95
23 2 4 8 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 'I 1 . 1 0 . 9 5
2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 ' | . l 0 . 9 5
25 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ' | . l 0 . 9 5
26 T 0 5 6 . 9 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 ' | . l 0.95
27 2 0 0 0 0 l 0 1 0 0 1 ' 1 1 0.95
2A 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1. ' ,1 0 9 5
29 1 7 2 2.7 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 ' | | 0 9 5
30 I 3 1 . 8 5.7 0 0 1 0 100 1 1 . 1 0.95








B c Ratio Status
1 2 o.a2 0.06 0 0 3 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 3 0 . 0 5 0 .19 0.02 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
3 2 0.06 0 . 1 7 0.o2 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 . 0 1 0.04 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
5 2 5 0 0 5 0.2 o.o2 7 5 85 1 0 0 0 0
6 2 6 0.06 0 . 1 8 0.02 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
7 6 0 . 0 1 0.04 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
I 5 7 0.05 o .12 0.01 7 5 8 5 1 0 0 0 0
9 6 7 0.03 0 0 8 0.01 t5 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 6 I 0 . 0 1 0.04 0 t5 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 l 6 9 0 o.21 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
12 6 1 0 0 0.56 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
I 3 9 1 1 0 0.21 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 4 9 '10 0 0 . 1 1 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 5 1 2 0 0 2 6 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
t 6 1 2 '13 0 o . 1 4 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 7 1 2 0 . 1 2 o.26 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 8 1 2 '15 0.07 0 . 1 3 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 9 1 2 0 . 0 9 0.2 0 75 85 100 0 0
20 0.22 0.2 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
21 1 7 0 . 0 8 0 . 1 9 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
22 1 8 0 . 1 1 0.22 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
23 1 8 '19 0.06 0 .13 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
24 20 0.03 0.07 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 20 0.09 0.21 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
26 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 0.08 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
27 1 0 2 l 0.03 0 0 7 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
28 1 0 22 0.07 0 . 1 5 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
29 2 1 22 0 . 0 1 002 0 75 85 100 0 0
30 1 5 0 . 1 4.2 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
3 l 22 24 o .12 0 . 1 8 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
32 2 3 0 . 1 3 o 2 7 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
3 l 2 5 0 . 1 9 0.33 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
2 5 4.25 0 3 8 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
35 2 5 27 0 . 1 l 0.21 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
36 2A 27 0 0.4 0 t5 85 1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0
37 27 2 9 a.22 0.42 0 75 85 0 0
l8 27 30 0.32 0.6 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
39 2 9 30 4.24 0.45 0 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
40 8 2A 0.06 4 . 2 0 0 2 75 85 1 0 0 0 0
4 1 6 28 0.02 0 0 6 0 . 0 1 7 5 85 1 0 0 0 0
Branch data of IEEE modif ed 30 bus test system
1 0 5
Generarors Dat3:





23.54 0 1 5 0 -50 1 1 0 0 300 0
2 60.97 0 1 5 0 -50 l 100 3 0 0 0
t 3 31 0 1 5 0 -50 1 1 0 0 300 0
22 2 1 . 5 9 0 1 5 0 -50 1 1 0 0 300 0
2 3 19.2 0 1 5 0 50 1 1 0 0 300 0
27 269 0 150 -50 I 100 300 0
Genefator data of IEEE modified 30 bus test system
Sta.t up cost Shul Down Cost Deqree c2 C I CO
2 0 0 3 0.o2 2 0
2 0 0 3 0 . 0 1 7 5 1 7 5 0
2 0 0 3 0.0625 1 0
2 0 0 3 0.00834 3.25 0
2 0 0 3 0.025 3 0
2 0 0 3 0.025 3 0
Genefaior Cosi data of IEEE modified 30 bus lest system
r 0 6
A 2  \ t u l l \  ( . r . e  ) :  l l  h u s J 8 0  k V  r < r l . ] ' l i m









1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 0.95
2 2 1200
30
0 0 0 l 1.9291 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 0 9 5
3 2 800
30
0 0 0 1.4201 1 0 0 1 1 . 0 5 0.95
2 1000
30
0 0 0 0 3791 1 0 0 1 1 .05 0.95





8 7.8533 1 0 0 1 1 0 5
1 2 300 0 0 I 0.6564 1 0 0 1 1 . 0 5 0.95
8 2 750
1 5




5 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 0.95
9 2 300 0 0 0 1
20 749
7 1 0 0 1 1 . 0 5 0.95
1 0 3700
5 0
0 0 0 1
0.9768
8
1 7 . 8 9 8
2 1 0 0 1 . 0 5 0.95
1 1 2 2500
50
0 0 0 1 1
26.904
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NO Qq Qmax Qmin Base
1 280 666 6 1 9 1 2000 2000 1 . 0 6 100 I 2700 0
2 2000 310.752 2000 2000
'1.03 1 0 0 1 2204 0
3 2000 -20.494 2000 2000 1.03 100 1 2200 0
7 2800 2A7.A72 2000 2000 1 . 0 5 1 0 0 1 2800 0
1 0 3000 587.539 2000 2000 1 0 0 1 3200 0
l t 2400 587.539 2000 2000 1 0 0 I 24AO 0
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1 bus , i  t -vae  ? .1  Qd
1 3 0 0 0
2  2  6 a . L  3 8 . 1  0
3  1  1 . 2  3 . 6  0
4  I  2 2 . 8  4 . 8  0
5 1 0 0 0
5 1 0 0 0
1  I  € r p r . A  3 2 . 1  0
8 1 9 0 9 0 0
9 1 0 0 0
1 0  : L  l 1 - 4  6  0
1 1  1  o  0  0
1 3 5  1
1 3 5  I
1 3 5  r
1 3 5  1
1 3 5  1
1 3 5  1
1 3 5  1
:13 5 1
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1  . 1  0 . 9 5 ;
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,i ir)r,r
r  2  A . D z
1  I  0 . 0 5
2  4  ! - 0 6
3  4  0 . 0 1
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4  6  0 . 0 1
5  7  0 , 0 5
5  1  0 . 0 3
6  I  0 . 0 1
6 9 0
6 10 ! r
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4 1 2 0
) 2  1 3  t )
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3 2  2 2  2 4  3 . 2 1  2 2 . 1 9  - 2 ' 1 4  - 2 2  4 r
a  _ 5 2 6  0 . r 9. -  
3 3 '  2 3  2 4  1 3 . 8 0  1 0  -  0 3  - r 3  -  4 9  
- 9  3 8
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e : t r a f l o H  ( h , 1 )  =  Y \ t " 2 )  ;
e : L l a f l o $  ( h , 4  )  =  k ( h , 3 )  ;
i f  k { h , 4 ) >  I i n i t
e : t r a f l o w ( h , 2 )  =  k ( h , 4 )  -  r i n i t ;
i f  k  ( h ,  6 )  >  l i n i t
e x t r a f l o s ( h . 3 )  =  l < ( h ' 6 )  -  r i n i t ;
cR=zeros ( Ienqth (LMP) ,1)  i
f o r  h : 1 :  I e n g t h ( k )  ;
i f  e : t l a f r o q  ( h , 2 ) ' =  0
t =  e x t r a f l o H ( h , 1 ) ;
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1  1 6 e . 1 9
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4 - 1 5  0 . ! 0
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4 4 . 2 9
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1 . 4 7 9 4
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.9r14
8 . 2 6 2 6
8 . 0 9 5 5
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8 . 3 8 4 2
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!  1 2 0 . 0 0
1  1 6 r -  4 5
1  6 0  . 0 0
,  9 8 . 1 1
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2 . 8 4
1 4 5 - 1 5
4 5 , : 1 0
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r 3  .  : . ,  r 1 , , , , i : :  :  , 1 ,  p r . 1 : . . : . 1  . !  : ' : : r i . i i ) r r l q , , ,
6 - 8 6 4 8
r . 0 0 0 0
r . l - l l 5
) . 1 2 a 6
'1 
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' |  
. 6 2 t 1
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1 . 4 2 6 0
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l
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0 . 2 5 8
5
0 .  9 9 4
6
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8
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9
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1 l
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0 . 1 1
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2 . 4 3
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1  , 1 3
8 . 7  6
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- 1 " 1 e
0 . 4 9 3  0 . 9 4
3 1  2 8  2 ' , 1  - 1 9 - 6 3  - 1 2 . 9 6  1 9  6 3  1 5  1 2
0 . 0 0 0  2 . 1 ' 6
3 8  2 1  2 9  1 9 . 3 A  6 . 5 5  - 1 8  4 9  5  0 2
0 . 8 0 5  . l  . 5 4
' J 9  2 7  3 0  2 2 . 3 1  6  8 8  2 A  8 2  
- 3  9 8
1 . 5 4 4  2 . 8 9
4 A  2 9  3 0  1 1 . 2 9  2 . 3 2  1 0 ' 9 8  
- 1  1 2
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; i  I  2 8  - 1 6 . ! 1  - r 4  . 9 4  1 6  4 i j  1 3  '  9 4
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- 4  9 8
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3a CR = csnges: i .n  icrenf ,e: r  ca l . r i : f ic :5
f o r  h - 2 : l e n g t h  ( k ) ;
e x t r a t l o w  ( h , 1 )  =  Y . l t r , 2 l  t
e x l r a f l o w  { h , 4  )  =  k { h , 3 )  ;
i f  k ( h , 4 ) >  l i n i t
e x t r a f l o N ( h , 2 )  =  k ( h . 4 )  -  l i n i t ;
i f  k  ( h . 6 ) >  l i m i t
e : t r a f l o w  ( h , 3  )  =  k ( h , 6 )  l i m i t  ,
cR-zeros ( Iength ( lMP) .1)  ;
for  h=l :  length {k)  ;
i f  e x t l a f l o w  ( h , 2  )  - =  0
t =  e : t r a f l o w ( h , 1 ) ;
C R { t )  =  c R ( t )  +  e x l r a f l o w ( h , 2 ) *  L l ' 4 P ( t l ;
i f  e a t r a f l o n  ( h , 3  )  _ =  0
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0 .  0. I
5 6 0 0 . 0 1
2 0 0 0 .  0 0
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
- 6 . 1 9
3 1 0 . 7 5
- 2 0 . 8 9
2 0 1  .  A 1
5 8 7 . 5 4
5 8 ? , 5 4
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 . 6 s
a 6 . 6 5
8 6 - 6 5
8 6 . 6 4
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 -  0 0
0 , 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
at  l . rn ! .s  a io .  Re-daspat . .  s t ;qe





5  1 0  1
) i
2 8 - 8 6
2 1 2
1 . 5 8 6  2 8 . 8  6
1 1 3
1 . 4 9 8  3 0 . 2 5
4 1 4
9 . 1 0 9  2 A 6 . 4 2
.'9
(Mr'{ )
2 ? 0 0 . 0 1
2 2 A A . 0 r
1 0 0 6 - 8 0
2 8 0 0 . 0 1
2 5 6 0 . 0 0
2 4 0 0 .  0 1
cs Lat rbda i9 l i4vA 1r l
: Q
2 2 6  - 6 4  r 3 - 7  . 0 3
4 7 9 . 5 5  1 3 7 .  9 9
5 1 2 . 3 3  1 3 8  . 5 0
9 5 0 . 4 1  1 4  0 . 1 8
6 0 1 . 8 6  V a . ' 7 1
5 8 2 . 3 0  1 4 3 . 5 6
0 , 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 , 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
: :  k  i s  fhe  f ra rke t  i ranc i  :Lc t ' s
j3 rnch  i ;oF  To Eron Ers  In jsc i i c r  ' l '  3u3  r r jec iao i
L . . .  ( i ^ 2  '  z )
? # 3us Bts ? il'i'i;) t (rlvAr) ir (I'lr/r') Q illYAr)
(ri,r) 0 (Mr''^ii
1  1  2  4 L 8 . Q 3  - 8 . 5 0  - 4 \ 6  4 5  3 1 ' 3 6  1 5 8 6
4 1 8  - 0 3
3 2 r  . 3 3
1 4 4 2 . 6 2
- 8 . 5 0  4 1 6 .  4  5  3 1 . 3 6
a . l 6  - 3 1 9 . 8 3  3 1 - 0 0
2 4 4 . 3 9  - 1 4 3 2 . 9 1  - 3 1  . 9 1
140
5
a . 4 1 9
6
r . 1 4 2
5 . 5 5 9
I
5 . 5 5 9
9
3 . 3 0 7
1 0
3 . 3 0 1
1 1
1 . 3 1 0
1 2
1 . 3 ? 0
1 3
0 . 5 9 9
1 4
0 . 5 9 9
1 5
Q  . 4 2 1
L 6
Q . 0 2 1
I 1









0 . 2 4 4
2 2
0 . 2 0 4
J ;
2 \ . 9 5
I 6 . 3 4
5 0 .  9 3
5 0 . 9 3
7 5 . 0 0
7 5 . 0 0
1 2 0 . 0 4
1 2 0 . 0 4
0 .  0 0
0 . 0 0
2 5 . 6 4
2 5 . 6 4
1 1 1  . 6 0
1 1 1  . 6 Q
1 , 1 1  . 6 0
1 7 7  -  6 0
4 1  . 1 5
2  3  2 3 0 . 4 1
5 .  1 9
2  4  4 5 1 . 3 2
3 4  . 6 6
2  1 l  5 1 5 . 5 6
5 0 .  9 3
2  1 0  5 7 5 . 5 6
5 0 . 9 3
3  I  3 1 8  .  3 1
3 4 . 6 9
3  8  3 1 4 . 3 r
3 4  , 6 9
4  1  2 9 0 . 6 3
2 I .  1 2
4  7  2 9 0 . 6 3
2 I . 1 2
4  9  1 5 0 .  6 0
1 0 .  4 7
4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0
1 0 . 4 7
5  6  - 7 5 . 0 0
0 .  6 0
5  6  ? 5 . 0 0
0 . 6 0
6  1  - ' , 1 6 2 . 6 1
1 0 8 .  6 5
6  1  - " 1 6 2 . 6 r
1 0 8 . 6 s
6  ' , 1  - 7 6 2 . 6 1
1 0 8 .  6 5
1 0 8 . 6 5
6  1 1  5 0 . 2 0
3 . 4 6
6  1 1  5 0 . 2 0
3 . 4 6
- 1 6 . 1 6  2 2 9 . 9 9
1 2 1 . 0 0  4 4 9 . 5 4
0 . 0 0  - 5 7 0 .  0 0
0 - 0 0  - 5 t 0 . 0 0
1 0 9 .  6 9  3 7 5 .  0 0
1 0 9 . 6 9  3 ? 5 . 0 0
. 9 8  
. 3 2  - 2 8 9  . 2 6
- 9 8 . 3 2  - 2 A 9 . 2 6
1 0 . 4 7  - : 1 5 0 . 0 0
: 1 0 .  4  ?  - 1 5 0 . 0 0
2 5 . Q Q  7 5 .  0 3
- 2 5  
-  0 0  7 5 . 0 3
-  6 8  .  9 s  1 6 9 . 6 3
- 6 8  
-  9 5  t 6 9 . 6 3
. . 6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9 . 6 3
' 6 8 . 9 s  1 6 9 . 6 3
' - 3 1 - 6 9  - 4 9 . 9 9
- 3 1  
. 6 9  - 4 9 . 9 9
3;  l l : :  is  i , ie  nar i€t  LM? al ter  l fLe r id i t i ' :  a :  |  4  : r 'e"  '
l,MP= I
1 3 7  . 0 3 0 9
1 3 7  . 9 9 0 3
L 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
. 1 3 8 .  9  9 6 1
t 4 2 . 9 2 4 4
I 4 2 . A r ' 1 1
1 4  0  .  1 8 1 9
: 1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 . 1 7 0 5
1 4 0 . 7 0 8 2
1 4 3 . 5 6 4 0
l ,
? s .a: i t rg  bacl< the enerq! .9: ice t .  nra i ( : l :  !ea1 poi re i  prrc"r '
L M P = 0 , 1 * L M P ;  M C P  = 0 . 1 * M C P ;
:1 a in = Cor: . , .3r i ic : .  r ieve. ie :  L la: . i r la t j ' - '1s
r in i t=630;  I  i ' la : l . -un a-- i !ab l3 'qr i t  :1"  a ' : ' ' "s  i : i :n ' le : r '_ed b:s
c o n g B u s - 4 ;  1 ,  f : 5 : : :  I t o . : ) l n i  1 :  t i e '
c lossfLoq=Q; 1 cons dcre i i  io i i  l j 'nc l i :s  = 'u t ' ' je : r  t i  1-4 ' : ) :
2 4
i  e . l 1 . ' c t  : : r  o ! e - : o a ' l  ' r  L n '  c : 1 1 ' !  ' i t : r r i i
f o r  h = 1 : l e n g t h  ( k ) ;
1 4 1
i f  k ( h . 2 )  = =  c o n g B u s  & &  L ( h , 4 )  >  0
c l o s s f l o u  =  c r o s s f l o w  -  k ( h , 4 )  ;
i f  k ( h , 3 ) = =  c o n g B u s  & &  k ( h , 4 )  <  0
c r o s s f l o s  =  c r o s s f l o t  +  k ( h , 4 )  ;
c ross fLow =  cxoss f low;
g  ehate te i  ex .eeds  t \e  L i l l t  ac ross  c ' :ges :ed  bus  t jmes ' innq i i s te j
3  i s  Congest i . .  Revet :es  C; i  Per  i ! ru :  ;
c R  =  (  c r o s s f l o t  -  l i n i t  ) * L M P { c o n g B u s ) ;
:B  sRP:  svs te : '  te ' ] i spa tch  l i4 jden: :  ca l ' ru l i l i o i : i
S R P = Q ;
d i f  =  G e n  { : , 4 )  G e n c R ( : , 4 r ;
i f  d i f  ( h )  >  o ;
S R P  =  S R P  +  . l i f  ( h ) * 0 . 1 * G e n C R ( h , 6 )  ;
SRP =  0 .1+SRP ;  j l  10 !  : . rs t  a .o f i t /hour  Lo  be  pa io  bac i  t c l  rc
1 :  Ca- .d la : io t1  . l  ! .a in ,  S tan . ia rd  De l ia . i cn  a id  Tc :aL  " :nqer l r ro :
Gain = ],MP MCP
AvgPr iceReduct ion  =  nean (Ga in)
AvgLMP = mean (LMP)
l ,MPstDev =  s td  ( lM l  )
Congest ionRevenues =  CR
systenRe.lisPatch!alfrents = SRP
Oulput=  tAvgPr iceRed l rc t ion  AvgIMP IMPstDev CR SR? I
t42
'  CDr ' los t : .n  .cs rs  ' ra :cu l . : i J : :s  ' i :1 : r l .  a i : : . ' : 1 . _  ( ) t  ;  I  . : r ' . :
?  Sele. ier l  s . :  o I  Crnaxarrcn a:
I  i i . r  ; lus 5 ta: : !s
Iark-r :  Ci?arr : :g  i . r1 :ce srag!








- 5 . 1 9
3 1 0 , t 5
- 2 4 . 4 9
2 0 1 . 8 1
5 8 1 . 5 4
5 8 7  . 5 4
8 6 -  6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 . 6 5
I 6 . 6 5
8 6 .  6 5
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0  . 0 0








( M C )
I  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
1  2 0 0 0 , 0 0
1  - 0 . 0 1
1  5 6 0 0 .  0 1
1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
McP = [
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 5 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 5 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 5 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
1 ;
1 3 ? . 0 3 0 9
1 3 7  . 9 9 0 3
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 3 8 .  9  9 6 1
L42 -9240
142 . AL',l',l
1 4  0  .  1 8 1 9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 .  1 7 0 5
r 4 0 - 1 a a 2
1 4 3 , 5 6 4 0
:  Sele. ted se:  of  Ccrer . r t r  cr  at
P<:
i:':il )
2 1 Q A . 0 r
2 2 0 0 . 0 1
1 0 0 0 . 5 8
2 8 0 0 . 0 1
2 5 6 0 . 0 0
2 4 0 0 .  ! 1
? Gen B:5  s la :us
2 2 1
A ' , 1  I
5  1 0  1
6  t 1  1
l I
a.agest i tn  Rc d jsPatch stage
;.r :.ailda (i1Y!'A irj
(!]vr..i ) ? .a
2 4 0 .  0 2  1 3 7 . 1 8  0 . 0 0
4 0 6 . 8 9  1 3 7 . 8 8  0 . 0 0
5 t 1 . 8 8  1 3 8 . 5 0  - 0 . 0 0
8 8 4 . 3 5  1 3 9 . 4 5  - 0 . 0 0
6 0 1  . 8 6  1 4 0 .  6 0  0 . 0 0
5 8 2 . 3 0  7 4 2 . 8 7  - 0 . 0 0





1 6 - 1 4
2
0 .  8 g t
1 , 1 3 5
3  , 3 3 5
5
l - 3 3 5
6
0 .  6 9 8
'1
0 .  1 5 4
I
5 . 5 5 9
9
5 - 5 5 9
t 0
1 . 3 0 1
1 1
3 .  3 0 7
\ 2
\  . 2 1 4
1 l
|  . 2 1 4
1 4
0 . 5  9 0
1 5
0 _ 5 9 0
t 6
4 . 4 2 1
I 1















a  . 2 - Q  4
l )
. ' , '  : , ]
i  i I I r , l .  l
7 2
1 2
: 1 6 . 1 4
1 4
t 0 . 9 0
1 4
7 0 . 9 0
2 3
8 . 4 3
2 4
6 ,  S 8
2  1 0
5 0 .  9 3
2 1 4
5 0 . 9 3
3 8
3 4 . 6 9
3 8
3 4 . 6 9
4 1
2 0 . 2 L
4 1
2 4 . 2 L
I Q , 3 2
4 9
1 0 . 3 2
5 6
0 . 6 0
5 6
0 . 6 0
6 1
1 0 8 . 6 5
6 1
r 0 8 .  6 5
6 7
1 Q 8 . 6 5
6 1
1 0 8  _  6 5
6  1 1
3 . 4 6
6  1 1
3 . 4 6
2 5 . 2 2  0 . 8 8 1
2 5 . 2 2
2 5 . 2 8
- 5 9 . 3 1
- 1 9 . 3 1
2 1  . 2 2
6 8  . 3 6
5 0 .  9 3
5 0 . 9 3
- 7 5 .  0 0
- 1 5 . 0 0
8 6 . 9 8
8  6 . 9 8
0 . 0 1 1
0 , 0 0
2 5 . 6 4
2 5 . 6 4
r " 1  1  . 6 4
r 1 1  . 6 0
1 l ?  . 6 0
r 7 1  . 6 4
4 1 . 1 5
4 1  . 1 5
r ' r  r :  ' r : r  ' r : . : . r l  .n  l . r  : r r i : l
! (n'ri I ir il.i'rrl., l!li"
3 r 2  . 5 8  9 .  0 E  1 1 1 .  6 9
3 1 2 . 5 8  - 9 . 0 8  - 1 1 : 1  6 9
2 1 9 . 6 6  - 2 . 3 1  - 2 1 A . 5 2
8 4 ? . 6 0  r 3 a . 2 1  - e 4 4 . 2 6
8 4 1  . 6 0  1 3 0 . 2 7  - B 4 ' 1 - 2 6
2 1 8 . 2 L  1 8 .  ? 8  - 2 1 1  . 5 L
: 1 9 4 . 0 6  1 5 . 2 3  - 1 9 3  1 : L
5 1 5 . 5 6  - 0 . 0 0  - 5 7 0 . 0 0
5 ? 5 . 5 6  - 0 . 0 0  5 1 0  0 0
3 r e . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - . 1 7 5 . 0 0
3 ? 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - 3 1 5 . 0 0
2 9 Q  . 5 3  a , 6  . 1  1  - 2 8 9 . 2 6
2 9 A - f  - 6 6 . 1 ' , 7  2 8 9 . 2 6
1 5 0 . 5 9  1 0 . : 2  - 1 5 0 . 0 0
1 5 0 .  5 9  7 0  - 3 2  - 1 5 0  0 0
- r 5 . 0 0  - 2 5  
. l A  7 5 . 0 3
- 7 s . 0 0  - 2 5 . 0 0  7 5  -  0 :
- - l 6 2  
- 6 r  - 6 8 . 9 5  ? 6 9  6 1
- 1 6 2 . 6 t  6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9 . t  3
- 1 6 2 . 6 1  6 8  , 9 5  7  6 9  . 6 3
- 1 r , 2 . C , r  6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9 . 6 4
5 0 . 2 0  - l ? . 6 9  4 9 . 9 9
5 0 , 2 0  - 3 - j ] . 6 9  4 9 . 9 9
r r :  : . r : -  i .  - r r r  n e - i . !  i , t l ?  : ;  - . .
l,!IP= [
L 3 1  .  L 1 6 1
1 3 t , 8 r 9 6
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 3 8 _ 2 8 U : L
t 4 2  .  r 1  a ' 3
1 4 2 . 4 1 2 4
t ' : . . r ( l . l '  r . :  . :  i - t  . I : . . /
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1 3 9 . 4 5 0 0
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 3  9  .  4 1 6 2
1 4 0 . 5 9 5 3
r 4 2 . 8 L 4 4
) ;
!  scal inq tack t . i .  cn. rqt  l i ice tJ  maich real  poxer  Frr : 'e :
!M?=0.1 '1-M?;  LMPbase = 0. :Lt ] ,Mlbase ;  MCP -0-1*MC!;
' : !  CR = C. lges: icn Reaenne:r  aar . . r1 ' r r r1! rs
l in i t=630;  ' ;  vax inun aLlo iable l l r t  i lo t  across 'o I ! 's fe ' l  bus
CongBus=4;  !  : i . r t  I3O 9oi ' t  o :  t ie \ i
crossf fow=0,  r  co i ts : r . rc ' r  ' :cn l : 'qe- t :os = t r ' : iage:  ot  1-4 cr
2 - 4
i  : t ;ect  rs  cver  loaC on :he otnet  ' : : ' ' ] f1-
for  h=1 :  lengrh (k)  ;
i f  k ( h , 2 )  = =  c o n g B u s  & &  k { h , 4 )  >  0
c r o s s f l o w  =  c r o s s f l o s  -  k ( h , 4 )  t
: f  k ( h , 3 ) = =  C o n g B u s  & &  k ( h , 4 )  <  0
c r o s s f l o $  =  c r o s s f l o q  +  k ( h , 4 )  ;
c lossf low = -  crossf lo t ;
i  whairever  ex.3ecs t ]  e  1 i . : !  ac. .ss ! : ' rLgesr :ed ' ts  t : rnes co1ge3'ed
,-_ i "  i , " .o . " ' , . . "  ieve: !ues. i  per : rcu.  ;  1r ! :  'he:  th i ' '  : ine i ' r  : t l ' ied
!  bedo:es Lu1-ccnqeste{ ] ,  i . . .  c ; i  _  ( l
c R  =  (  c r o s s f l o d  -  I i n i t  ) * L M P ( c o o g B u s ) ;
'3  sR? = sveten . ' id is i - '3r : ' :n  pa! ' ' :ents 'a f  l  aLat :3
SRP=0;
d i f  =  G e n ( : , 4 )  -  G e n c R ( : , 4 ) ;
i f  d i f  ( h )  >  0 ;
S R P  =  S R P  +  d i f { h ) * 0  l * G e n C R { h , 6 ) ;
SRP = 0.1*SRP ;  !  .L ! i  .os i  ? :c f i t , /hour  [o be paid L:ac l  i : ] :  { i ' -
s e i e c t c c  C e n ' s
rr  Ca: lcu la: ion of  . - ja i : : ,  Stan. iar . l  - iev iat ic .  and Tc:a l  Co:9csi i t r
cain = I-MP - tMPlrase
Avg!r iceReduct ion = nean (Gain)
AvgLMP = nean (l,MP)
l ,MPsr:Dev = std( lMP)
Congest ionRevenues = CR
systenRedispatchlaynents = sRl
Output= lAvgPr iceReduct ion AvgLMP r ' I4PslDev CR SRP
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i  i : o i q ! s l : . n  c o s L .  . e l ' l r r i a : i o : r r  e ' = i . .  i h c : ' ' i : : i ' r :  t t ' r _ ' r  l i r ' :
I  se lec ted  se i  o f  Genera l ron
i :  Gen RJs  s ta t t t  Pg
a:  ! ' : : i i .e t r  CIcar i .g  ?r i .e  s ta! i .
!g :ar.lr.:a i t,/ ri\ n_l: : )






M c P = l
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 5 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 5 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 5 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
1 3 ?  . 0 3 0 9
1 3 7 .  9 9 0 3
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 3 8  . 9 9 6 1
r 4 2 . 9 2 0 0
\ 4 2 . 8 1 , 7 1
1 4  0  .  1  8 1 9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 , 1 t 0 5
1 4 4 .  1 4 4 2















2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
- 0 . 0 1
5 6 0 0 . 0 1
2 0 0 0 .  0 0
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
1  2 7 0 0 . 0 1
1  2 2 Q 0 . 0 1
r  9 9 2 . 9 4
1  2 8 0 0 - 0 1
1  2 5 6 0 . 0 0
1  2 4 0 0 . 0 1
6 . 1 9
3 1 0 , 7 5
- 2 4 . 5 9
2 4 1 . e 1
5 8 7  . 5 4
5 8 ?  . 5 4
8 6 -  6 5
I 6 . 5 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 - 6 5
8  6 . 6 5
Q . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 , 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
at  c rnqes : ion  Re d isPatch  s fage
,!g
2 1 9  . 8 4
4 3 9 .  9 5
5 ? 3 .  0 5
7 2 2 . 8 9
6 0 1 , 8 6
5 7 1 . 0 4
1 3 7  . 1 3
1 3 t  . 8 9
: 1 3 8 . 5 0
1 3 8 . 2 9
1 4 !  -  6 1
1 4 1 . 0 4
- 0 - 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
- 0 .  0 0
- 0 .  0 0
0 . 0 0





1  . 0 7 0
2
1 . 0 ? 0
3
t . 2 5 4
4
4 . 7 l O
5
5 - 5 9 3
6
0 .  6 6 3
4 . 6 4 6
I
5 . 5 5 9
9
5 . 5 5 9
1 0
3 . 3 0 1
1 1
3  . 3 0 7
I 2
0 . 0 8 8
1 3
0 . 0 8 8
1 4
0 . 5 9 5
1 5
0 , 5 9 5
1 6
0 . 2 2 4
I"1
a . 2 2 4
1 8
4 . 4 9 e
1 9
4 . 4 9 8
2 0
4  . 4 9 8
2 L
4 . 4 9 8
2 2
0 . 1 8 3
2 3
0 . 1 8 3
l ;
,  z )
1 2
1 9 .  4 8
1 2
1 9 . 4 8
1 3
2 5 . 4 0
L 4
1 0 1  .  4 1
I 5
T I 2  . 9 I
2 3
8 .  0 1
2 4
1 2  . 5 5
2 L 0
5 0 .  9 3
2 L 0
5 0 , 9 3
3 8
3 4 .  6 9
3 8
3 4 . 6 9
4 1
1 .  3 9
4 1
1  . 3 9
4 9
1 Q .  4 1
4 9
1 0 , 4 1
5 6
4 . 9 0
5 6
4  . 9 0
6 1
6 9 .  6 5
6 ' l
6 9 . 6 5
6 1
6 9 .  6 5
6 1
6 9 , 6 5
6  1 1
3 . 1 0
6  1 t
3 .  1 0
,  ia1 /Af l
2 8 . 5 4
2 8  . 5 8
2 1 - 2 5
- 8 0 . 4 0
- 5  
. 2 1
2 6 . 4 3
- 8 8 . 6 5
5 0 .  9 3
5 0 . 9 3
- ? 5 .  0 0
- t 5 . 0 0
1 7  . 2 4
1 ' 1  . 2 8
0 . 1 1 0
0 . 0 0
2 1  . 2 9
2 1 . 2 9
r 4 2 . A 8
1 4 2 .  0 8
1 4 2 . 0 8
r 4 2 . l a
3 5 . 5 2
3 5 . 5 2
i : c :  E r s  I n t e . i : . i  i  l u . l
i ,  ( l . l i r  I  !  i t lvAr)  F i l l t l
3 4 3 . 4 0  9 . 1 0  - 3 4 2 . 3 3
3 4 3 . 4 0  9 . 1 0  - 3 4 2 . 3 3
2 9 4 . 4 2  - 1 . 8 5  - 2 9 3  1 6
1 0 0 9 . 3 2  1 8 1  .  8 1  - 1 0 0 4  . 5 5
6 0 9 . 4 ?  1 1 8  .  1 3  6 0 3 . 8 8
2 1 r . 1 8  - 1 8 . 4 1  - 2 1 0 . 5 2
2 6 2 . 3 1  1 0 1  . 2 0  2 6 7 .  1 2
5 ? 5 . 5 6  0 .  0 0  - 5 7 0 .  0 0
5 ? 5 . 5 5  0 . 0 0  5 t 0 . 0 0
3 1 8 . 3 1  r A 9 - 6 9  - 3 ? 5 . 0 0
3 ? 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  3 1 5  Q 0
- 1 1  
. 4 6  - 7  5 . 8 9  1 7 . 5 5
L 1  . 4 6  - 1 5  - 8 9  1 ?  . 5 5
1 5 0 . 6 0  1 0 . 4 1  - 1 5 0 .  0 0
1 5 0 . 6 0  1 0 . 4 1  - 1 5 0  0 0
2 2 6 . 9 4  - 2 2  - 3 9  2 2 6 . 1 2
2 2 6 . 9 4  - 2 2 . 3 9  - 2 2 6 . 1 2
6 1 L . 1 3  - 1 2 . 4 4  6 1 6 . 2 3
. . 6 1 1 . 1 3  1 2 . 4 4  6 1 6  - 2 3
. - 6 1 1 , . 1 3  - 1 2 . 4 4  6 1 6 . 2 3
- - 6 1 1 . 7 3  - 7 2 . 4 4  6 1 ' 6 . 2 3
5 0 .  1 E  - 3 2  . 4 2  - 4 9 . 9 9
5 0 . 1 8  3 2  - 4 2  - 4 9 . 9 9
1 l : 1 , : : ' i s  i h e  i a r i e t  L I ' l !  : a i e r  t l c  a ' l . l i : r ' n  ' :  1 - ' c  l i : i " '
LMP= [
1 3 1  .  r 2 1 6
1 3 1 . 8 9 3 3
1 3 8  _  5 0 0 0
1 . 1 8 . 4 3 1 1
1 3 9 . 9 8 5 0
1 4 0 . 3 1 0 3
t 47
1 3 8  .  2  9 0 1
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 3 9 . 5 7 7 6
1 4 0 .  6 0  9 l
1 4 1 . 0 3 6 ?
:  s c a r i . .  i t . r r  t h . r . , f ! ) : l / . r 1 . e  t o  m a : . h  r e a l  p o , e r  F r : ' e r '
t M P = o . 1 * L M ! ;  L M ? b a s e  -  0 - l * L M P b a s e ;  M C !  = 0 . 1 * l ' l C P ;
: :  CR =  C. r .ges t ic -  Rerenre :  a : i .u l  n ! i . r : : s
l in t !=630;  i  r4a1 i r , r :m ; rL lo ra l le  I ' l [  i ] r )w  a . i r . ss  co fLges ted  rLs
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2  r  2  t r 6 . 9 6  6 . 2 A  5 1 4 . 5 1  5 0 . 4 0
2 . 4 2 4  4 4  .  1 2
3  1  3  3 6 4 - 5 9  1 . 4 6  - 3 6 2 . 6 6  3 1 . 4 8
I . 9 2 9  3 E  -  9 4
4  1  4  1 2 0 1 . 5 1  2 0 0 . 5 5  - 1 1 9 4  1 8  - 5 ? . 4 8
6 . 1 2 9  1 4 3 . 0 1
5  2  3  1 9 6 . 9 1  - 1 4 . 1 1  - 1 9 6 - 6 2  1 8 , 4 0
0 . 3 5 0  4  -  2 3
6  2  1  2 A 2 . 2 6  1 0 6 . 1 5  2 0 1 . 8 4  - 9 8  0 5
Q . 4 2 6  L 2 9
' 1  2  5  4 1 8 . 7 3  9 9 . 1 8  - 4 1 5  2 6  2 9 . 1 5
3 . 4 6 9  r  0 . 0 3
I  2  1 0  5 1 5 . 5 6  0 .  O O  - 5 7 0 . 0 0  5 0 .  9 3
5 . 5 5 9  5 0 .  9 3
9  2  1 0  5 ? 5 . 5 6  0 . 0 0  5 7 0 . 0 1 1  5 0 - 9 1
5 . 5 5 9  5 0 . 9 3
1 0  3  8  3 7 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - 3 1 5 . 0 0  r s  0 0
3  . 3 0 7  3 4  .  6 9
1 1  3  I  3 7 8 . : 1  1 0 9 .  6 9  - 3 7 s . 0 0  - 7 5 . 0 0
3 . 3 0 1  3 4  -  6 9
1 2  4  1  4 ' , 1  . L  - 8 2 . 6 5  4 1 - 5 8  8 4 . ? 4
0 - 1 3 2  2 . 4 9
1 1  4  1  4 1  . 7 !  - 8 2 . 6 5  - 4 ?  5 8  A 4  1 1
a . t 3 2  2 . 4 9
1 4  4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0  r a ) . 4 2  1 5 0 . 0 0  0  0 0
0 . 5 9 6  r Q . 4 2
: 1 5  4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0  1 Q .  4 2  - 1 5 0 .  0 0  - 0  0 0
0 . 5 9 6  1 0 . 4 2
1 6  5  6  L 6 2 . 6 3  - r A . 4 2  - ! 6 2 . 5 2  L 2 . 9 2
0 . 1 1 4  2 . 1 - 9
1 t  5  6  7 6 2 . 6 3  1 0 . 4 2  - 1 6 2 . 5 2  1 2 . 9 2
0 .  1 1 4  2 . 4 9
1 8  6  1  - 6 4 3 . 8 3  6 5 . 3 9  6 4 a . 1 9  1 1 2  2 2
4 . 9 6 2  1 6 . 4 3
1 9  6  I  6 4 3 . 8 3  _ 6 5 . 1 9  6 4 8 . 1 9  1 4 2 - 2 2
4 . 9 6 2  1 6 . B 3
2 A  6  ?  - 6 ! 3 .  8 3  - 6 5 . 3 9  6 4 A  - J 9  r 4 2  . 2 2
4 . 9 6 2  7  6 . 8 3
2 a  6  - l  6 4 3 .  8 :  - i t 5 . 3 9  6 4 8 . 7 9  r 4 2  . 2 2
4  - 9 6 2  ?  6 . 8 3
2 2  6  1 1  5 0 . 1 8  3 2 - 7 1  - 4 9  9 9  3 5  2 2
a . r e 2  3 . 0  9
2 3  6  1 1  5 0 . 1 8  - 3 2 . 1 4  4 9 - 9 9  3 1  2 2
o . ! : .  3 . 0 e
r t : ,  : . 1 , : ,  i : : h . : : r a j L c t  . r l ' . : _ . -  r r r .  r i : l  r i . : : , : :  2 - ,  . . . ' , ,
L 1 6 . B 4 2 2
1 3 8 . 0 7 9 : L
:138.  5r- r  00
1 3 8 . 4 2 1 6
1 4 0 . 4 0 1 1
1 4 0 . 6 1 9 a
1 i 6
: L  3 B  . 5 2 5 2
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 3 9 . 5 ? 3 0
1 4 0 . ? 9 8 8
1 , 4 1 . 3 1 1 4
t ;
i  rca l i r ! l  i : . i . rk  t l , r  er .1: .1;  l , r i . / i  t .  ma. . .  1 .a:  Fctr r  Frrcei '
! M ! = 0 . 1 * 1 , M P ;  L M P b a s e  =  0 . 1 * L M P b a s e ;  M C I  = 0 . 1 * M C P ;
1: i  cR - ,  co igesi ic :  Re!enue:  . j ; , .uLat i . : :s
l in i !=630;  !  : ' :3r i : ! r rm al l . t ra . ] - '  MI i  :Low acrc;s Conge: ted bus
C o n g B u s = 4 ;  r j  l r c a  L a a  : . r r r  . a  i / : . t
c lossf lon=o,  :  consi . : icr .o .o: t . j .9e.c ies = .Dtages c:  1-4 ct
2 1
:  ef iect  rs  .v . r  io i : .1  .n ihc . [h . r  c : r ' l i i
i o r  h = 1 :  r e n g t h ( k )  ;
i f  k I ] n , 2 )  = =  c o n g B u s  e &  k ( h , 4 )  >  0
c r o s s f l o w  =  c l o s s f l o w  -  k ( h , 4 )  ;
i f  k ( h , 3 ) = =  c o n s B u s  & &  k { h , 4 )  <  o
c r o s s f l o a  -  c r o s s f l o w  +  k { h , 4 )  ;
crossf lo '  = crossfLow;
i  dharever  .x .c . i :  ahe l ia : t  a . rcs.  . . .qesred bus r l -n.s  c- . : :qested
1 :s  CcngesLi . : : levenues.J l  per  nour  j  L t r !  t tLer  l l :1 . '  L i .e  '_s  ^ '1 ' teC
i i  n . 'cr i r : r . r  r i1-conEr- ,s : . r i ,  i .c .  a i i  =  0
cR = {  crossf loa l in i r  ) }LMP(conl tBus) ;
c R = 0 ;j i :  sRP = syetr :1 :e. l isP3tc:  Dafrer , i :  a . -Lcuiat r . r : r . '
S R P = 0 ;
d i f  =  G e n ( : , 4 )  -  G e n c R { : , 4 ) ;
i f  d i f  ( h )  >  o ;
s R P  =  s R P  +  d i f ( h ) * 0 . l + G e n c R ( h , 6 ) ;
sRp = 0.1*sRp ;  , :  l l )a  losr :  l i ro : i t lhour  1.  be pai i i  l i . ,  t . l  ce-
?r  Ca: .u1: i : ion of  ara i : ,  S i ; r . . lard re! ia i ion a: rd Tc:a l  Cor9. : r : r . r
Gain = LMP - LMPbase
AvgPr iceReductron = nean (Gai4)
AvgLMP :  nean (LMP)
lMPstDev = s ld ( tMP)
Congest ionRevenues = CR
systenRedispatchPalnenis = sRP
Output= lAvgPr iceReduct ion AvgLMP l l ' lPs lDev CR SRP l
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, l -  a . r , . : ! . :  r  : .n , r . , . i .  .a : .D1at i  o :s  : : :  : . . i l ' .e  . r ; . : i c r  o f  :  I  L i r , l
I  !e1, . . i . ,1  set  oI  a ien; , ' r i r ! i .n  a.
i ajrjn E::s :jj:;i rs Pg
I  1  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2  2  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
3  3  1  - 0 . Q 1
4  1  1  5 6 0 0 . 0 1
5  1 0  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
6  1 1  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
M C P = [
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 , 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  r t 5  0 0
8 6 .  6 5  0 0
8 i i .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
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j . r rke i  CIe. : : r . i . : rg  | . : , : r .  s tage
QS l . . i r )c1:  i t / ] l l iA l r r i
i : l tAr)  P 0
- 6 .  1 9
3 1 0  .  1 5
- 2 4 . 8 9
2 A 1  . 8 1
5 8 t  . 5 4
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8 6 . 6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 .  6 5
0 .  0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
1 3 7 .  0 3 0 9
: 1 3 7 . 9 9 0 3
1 3 8  _  5 0 0 0
1 3 8  . 9 9 6 1
1 , 4 2 . 9 2 0 4
1 4 2 . 8 7 1 1
1 4  0  .  1 8 1 9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 .  1 7  0 5
t 4 4 . 1 0 4 2
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6  1 1
t ;
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r  2 2 0 0 . A r
1  1 0 0 4 . 4 5
. t  2 8 0 0 . 0 1
I  2 5 6 0 . 0 0
1  2 4 0 0 .  0 1
O
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
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0 . 0 0
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2 A r . 4 A
4 A 2 . 4 5
5 7 3 .  6 0
9 2 9 .  1 9
6 0 1 . 8 6
5 8 2 .  3 !
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1 3 6 -  9 3
1 3 8  . 0 5
1 3 8 . 5 0
r 3 9  . 2 6
1 4 0 . ? 6
r 4 2 . 6 2
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1 5 8
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1 -  1 6 9  2 3 . 5 9
I  2  : L O  5 7 5 . 5 6  o . O O  5 t 0 , 0 0  5 0 . 9 3
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3 . 3 0 7  3 1 . 6 9
1 1  3  8  3 7 8 , 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - 3 1 5 . 0 0  1 5  0 0
: - 3 0 7  3 4 . 6 9
1 2  4  7  1 4 8 . 4 0  8 9 . 8 1  - 1 4 1 - 9 1  9 6 . 1 9
a . 4 3 1  6 . 9 2
1 3  4  ?  1 4 8 - 4 0  8 9  8 1  - r 4 1  . 9 1  9 6  1 9
Q . 4 3 1  6 . 9 2
1 4  4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0  1 Q .  4 4  - 1 5 0  0 0  - 0 . 0 0
0  .  5  9 - l  1 0 . 4 4
1 5  4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0  1 0 - 4 4  - 1 5 0 . 0 0  - 0 . 0 0
0 . 5 9 7  1 0 .  , 1 4
1 6  5  6  - ? 5 - 0 0  - 2 5 . 0 0  7 5 . 0 3  2 5 . 6 0
a . 0 2 1  0  . 6 0
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2 3  6  1 1  5 0 . 2 0  3 1 . 6 9  - 4 9 . 9 9  4 : 1 . 1 5
t  - 2 t 4  3 . 4 6
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1 3  5  .  9 3 1 0
1 1 8 . 0 4 5 7
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t 1 r . 9 1 6 1
1 4 1 , 8 r 4 4
r i9
1 3 9 . 2 5 6 0
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 . 1
: 1 3 9 . 8 3 9 7
r 4 a . - l 6 4 1
1 4 2 . 6 1 5 8
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i i  5ca , :n i r  bac , l  t . ,e : re roy  p : i .e  rc  m. i .h  .3a1 por i : .  p f rc . :
LMP=0.1*LMP;  L l , ' lPbase =  0 .1+] -MPbase ;  MCP =0.1*MCP;
-1 ,1  CR -  Con. tes ! : . . ,  ievenues aa : .u ia r ro : : :
l i n i t=530;  !  l { l f , in tu rn  a :Lo t rab le  : l *  a jo t  a i i r ) rs  r : . r ig . r i  ed  r j rs
CongBus=4;  i '  i l o  1 : 'a  : : . inF  i - -a  i r i : r
c l o s s f l o w = O ;  !  c . i s i . r j r C  c o n t e : g e 1 c i . r  '  . N : a q e s  ' :  1 - 1  o r
:  e f i e c t  r s  . s . r  : . a d . n  i h e . t i r e r  c i r ' t r i !
f o r  h = 1 : l e n q t h  ( k ) ;
i f  k ( h , 2 )  = =  c o n g B u s  & &  k ( h , 4 )  >  0
c r o s s f l o w  =  c l o s s f l o w  k ( h , 4 )  ;
i f  k ( h , 3 ) = =  c o n g B u s  & &  l < ( h / 4 )
c r o s s f L o q  =  c r o s s f l o f l  +  l < { h , 4 )  ;
c loss f1ow =  -  c ross f low;
I  rha te 'c i  e : .eeds  i . , :  I in i t  a . rcss  c . . ! :es :e . l  .u j : ines  " :ges :_ ' . i
1  i s  C. .qes1: ; .  r t . . : . ;e !ues  an  re r  h .u r  ;  buL t : re .  L rh is  r rse  i : '  4dded
) l  b e c o  e s  u r , - c o n E - _ s t e l /  : . e .  i l n  =  0
C R  =  ( c r o s s f l o w  l i n i t  ) + L l 4 P ( C o n g B u s ) ,
c R = 0 ;
: !  5R: , -  sys tea  :ed ispatcn  !ayne.L !  a r : :cu l . r l i r l5
sRP=0,
d i f  =  G e n ( : , 4 )  -  G e n c R ( : , 4 ) ;
i f  d i f  ( h )  >  0 ;
S R P  =  S R P  +  . t i f  ( h ) + 0 . 1 * G e n C R { h , 6 ) ;
SRP =  0 .1*SR!  ;  I  :a?  :os t  p ro i i i /ho l r  [o  be  pa i . i  i :ac ] '  f ' r  ' e
: ,e  Ca:J ! ; . r i ion  o f  i - : i l : ,  -q tanr ia rd  Dev l i r i .n  and T . :a1  t )n r i . s t io '
Galn - ],MP - LMPbase
Avg! ! i ceReduct ion  =  nean (Ga in)
AvgtMP = nean (]-MPl
LMPstDev =  6 td  (LMP)
Congest ionRevenues =  CR
sys lenRed ispatchPa l ten ts  =  SRP
output=  [AvqPr iceReduct ion  Avg] ,Ml  IMPstDev CR SRP l
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5  1 0  1
6  1 1  1
M C ? = l
8 5 -  6 5 0  0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
e 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 r t . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
LMrbase = |
1 3 ? . 0 3 0 9
1 3 ?  . 9 9 0 3
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 3 8 . 9 9 6 1
r 4 2 . 9 2 4 0
r 4 2 . 8 I 1 1
1 4  0  .  1 8 1 9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 .  . I 7  Q 5
t 4 a . 1 0 8 2
1 4 3 .  5 6 4 0
) ;
!  se lecae. l  ec.  . f  Gelerat icn
i:,:'ir l
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 Q 0 0  , 0 0
0 . 0 1
5 6 0 0 .  0 1
2 0 0 0 .  0 0
2 0 0 0  , Q 0
- 6 . 1 9
3 1 0 . 7 s
- 2 Q . 8 9
201 - 8',1
5 8 1 . 5 4
5 8 ?  . 5 4
8 6 . 6 5
4 5 . 6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 -  6 5
8 6 . 6 5
a 6 . 6 5
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 -  0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
a i  Cc . l tes t i . . .  ie -d isPa lc !  s raq .




1 3 6 . 9 0  - 0 .  0 0
1 3 t . 8 6  - 0 . 0 0
1 3 8 . 5 0  0 .  0 0
1 3 9 . 9 ?  - 0 . 0 0
1 4 0 . 5 8  0 , 0 0
1 4 3 . 3 5  - 0 . 0 0
2 7 0 0 . 0 1  1 8 6 . 8 6
2 2 A A . A r  4 5 5 .  I 6
1 0 0 6 . 6 3  6 5 8 . 2 1
2 8 0 0 . 0 1  9 1 9 . 0 7
2 5 6 0  - 0 0  6 0 1  , 8 6






4 ' , 1  1
6  1 1  1
3 l  k  i s  rae  marke :  b ia : . i ,  f l . i i : '
1 6 1
. - . . r , :  
. . i  : r . r r .  l . : r r  n l . r . t : . r r r  l . 3 u i  : i - . ' r r i : _ .
' .  
. i  i r :  i r : : .  r '  /1 . : .1  !  i l l fA r )  r r  i l ' r i r  !  l i ! . r ' .  1
|,:rrI i (l'J i! r l
1  1  2  4 3 2 . 5 8  8 . 2 1  4 1 0  8 8  3 9 . r t  1 . 6 9 8
3 0 . 9 0
2  r  2  4 3 2 . 5 8  - 8 . 2 1  4 3 1 1 . 8 8  3 9 . 1 7
1 .  6 9 8  : 0 .  9 0
3  : L  3  3 6 2  . r 1  1  . 3 2  3 6 A  . 2 6  3 7  1  1
1 -  9 0 4  3 8 . 4 1
4  1  4  7 3 1 2 . 6 9  2 0 2 - a e  : 1 3 6 3 , 9 6  _ 1 6 . 4 1
8 . 1 3 1  1 8 5 . 6 1
5  2  3  3 1 8 . 4 5  - 2 0 . 8 0  - 3 1 7 - 5 4  3 1 - 8 5
0 .  9 1 5  1 1 .  0 5
6  2  4  3 9 2 . 2 0  9 8 . 3 1  - 3 9 0  8 6  1 2 . 3 6
1 -  3 3 5  2 5 . 9 5
1  2  1 0  5 1 5 . 5 6  0 . 0 0  5 t 0  0 0  5 0  9 3
5 . 5 5 9  5 0 .  9 l
I  2  t 0  5 1 5 . 5 6  0 . 0 0  - 5 7 0 . 0 0  5 0 . 9 3
5 . 5 5 9  5 0 .  9 3
9  3  4  r 2 1  . 8 2  6 9 . 8 8  - r 2 1  . 5 2  - 6 5  1 8
a  - 2 9 6  4  . 1 4
1 0  3  8  3 7 8 . 1 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  3 r 5  0 0  - 1 5 . 0 0
3 . 3 0 ?  3 4  .  6 9
1 1  3  I  3 ? 8 - 3 1  . 1 0 9 - 6 9  3 7 5 . 0 0  - 7 5 . 0 0
3 . 3 0 1  3 4  -  6 9
1 2  4  1  2 9 Q  . 5 e  - 8 3 . 3 9  - 2 e 9 . 2 6  1 0 4  -  1 4
I . 3 2 1  2 4 . 9 4
1 3  4  1  2 9 A . 5 e  - 8 1 . 3 9  - 2 P ' 9  2 6  1 0 1 , 3 4
r , 3 2 1  2  0 .  9 4
1 4  4  9  1 5 0 . 5 9  1 0 . : 1 0  1 5 0 . 0 0  0 . 0 0
0 . 5  9 4  1 0 - 4 0
: 1 5  4  9  1 5 0 , 5 9  1 0 . 4 0  - 1 5 0 - 0 0  0 - c 0
0 . 5 9 4  1 0 . 4  0
1 6  5  6  - 7 5 . 0 0  - 2 5 . 0 0  1 5 . A 3  2 5 . 6 0
0 . 0 2 r  0 .  6 0
1 ?  5  6  7 5 . 0 0  - 2 5 . 0 0  1 5 . 0 3  2 4 . 6 t )
a . t 2 1  0 . 6 0
1 8  6  1  - 7 6 2 . 6 L  - 6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9 - 6 3  r ' 1 1 . 6 4
1  . A \ 1  1 0 6 . 6 5
: 1 9  6  7  1 6 2 . 6 1  6 8 . 9 5  ? 6 9 . 6 3  1 1 1 . 6 0
1  . A r 1  1 0 8 . 6 5
2 A  6  1  - 1 6 2 . 6 r  _ 6 8 . 9 5  7 6 9 , 1 i 1  1 t ?  6 0
1 . A r 1  1 0 8 . 6 5
2 a  6  - 1  1 6 2 . 6 !  - 6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9 - 6 3  r 1 1  6 A
7  -  a r 1  1 0 8  , 6 5
2 2  6  1 1  5 Q . 2 0  3 1  . 6 9  - 4 9 . 9 9  4 1  1 5
0 . 2 0 4  3 , ! 6
2 3  6  t  1  5 0 . 2 0  - 3 7 .  6 9  - 4 9 . 9 9  4 1 .  1 5
0 . 1 i ,  3 . 4 6
r r  : , 1 : j  i .  : h . : . : i e !  , , 1 ' r . ' : i r  t i e . l o . l r L \ . .  . :  ' ' - l  " ' : , ' ,
LMP= I
t l 6 -  8 9 9 0
1 . 1 ' 7 . 8 6 3 8
: 1 3 8 . 5 r 1 0 0
: L : 8 . 1 9 8 4
1 4 2 . 1 0 8 1
1 4 2 . 6 0 5 9
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r 3 9 . 9 1 4 0
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 3 9 .  9 5 3 r t
r 4 a . 5 1 9 2
1 4 3 . 3 5 1 1
i  . r : l l n q . r . i  t : , :  e D e r g l  p i : ' r . . .  _ f t ' h  r : a l  : i o ! ' r i  l r r c e s -
LMP=O-1*LMP;  LMPbase =  Q.1*LMPbase ;  MCP =0 1+MCP;
' ra  CR =  Co.ccs i io .  R .venr :s  Ca: . f , l ' t i tns
l in i t=630;  !  l { i - \ in r : r  a :L . ,Faa l ' ^  I l l i l  : :o t  ec 'osrs  : r ) : : !o " r :e iL
' i  f f . i r  iaa  f . i r :  o :  v : i ,
:  c o n s : , j e r e a  c . n t . . ; e n c i e s  = . u t a ! J : s  c : 1 - 4
.  c i f . . r t  i s  c v e t  l c a d  o r ,  t h c  o : h ' r :  ' r r r : : r r !
2 - 4
fox h=l :  lensth {k)  ;
i f  k ( h , 2 )  = =  c o n s B u s  & &  L ( h , 4 )  >  0
crossf lor  = crossf low u ' t 'h ,41 i
i f  k ( h , 3 ) = =  c o n s B u s  & &  L ( h , 4 )  <  0
c r o s s f l o u  =  c r o s s f l o w  +  k ( h , 4 )  ;
crossf low = -  crossf fot ;
i  wha:ever  ezcee. is  the 1 i* i t  a . .cs:  :onqcs:ed i rns t in :s  cc lgesr :e l
t  . .  Conn."a i . "  Re' / ! i ' -e ' r  a l  per  i tu :  t  i1 t  t ' 'ea t i :s  - :ne 's  addeC
: bec. : : .e i  un ccnqested,  i '3 .  CI i
c R  =  (  c r o s s f l o w  l i n i t  ) * L M P l c o n q B u s ) ,
CR = 0;
: :  s l : :  =  sr-s i , :a  r l l i r i l raL. .  pai ' . . .n t :  ' : lcu] l l :ons
S R P = 0 ;
d i f  =  G e n  ( : , 4 )  G e n C R { : , 4 ) ;
i f  d i f  ( h )  >  0 ;
s R P  =  s R P  +  d i f  ( h ) * 0 . 1 + G e n c R { h , 6 ) ;
s R P : 0 . 1 + S R P  t  ' .  : C l  l o s t  ? . o f i t . / h o u i  1 '  b e  p a i { : l  t a c i  l o r  c i e
i :  Calcul : : ior  of  Gai : : .  S:ar . l : : .  D. i ia . io l  i in ' i  l ' : :  ( l ' r : i jos '_r ' : : '
ca in  =  tMP -  IMPbase
AvgPr iceReduct ion  =  nean(Garn)
Avg lMP -  nean (LMP)
1,M!s tDev =  s td  (LMP)
congest ionRevenues =  cR
sys tenRed ispatchPa lnents  =  sRP
outpu!= [AvgPriceReduction Avgu'{P l ,M?slDev CR sRP l
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: i  i : . n i r . j i t i . !  . i . s t s  . a : . : u l . : i i . : . : i  . i i e :  : l ' c  a " l  : o r  " '  i  ' r  : : n '
i : i e L . : i r . e . 1  i i . .  o I  G e n - ' i a L : c n  a t
.r ijel -,t.r:) :],.:rius L,q
vrrkeL c l . :a i r : : r  r r i  j .  : j la ! l t l
ir -,..4jr.i4 is./::'. r'\ hrl







- 6 . r 9
3 1 0  -  7 5
- 2 0 . 4 9
2 0 1  . B 1
5 8 7 . 5 4
5 8 ? . 5 4
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 5 .  6 5
8 6 . 6 5
e 6 . 6 5
0 _  0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 .  r l 0
0 . 0 0







1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
I  0 . 0 1
1  5 6 0 0  - 0 r
1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
t ;
M c P = i
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 -  6 5 0  0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5  0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
B 6 _  6 5 0  0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
1 3 7  , 0 3 0 9
1 3 ? . 9 9 0 3
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 3 8 . 9 9 6 1
r 4 2 . 9 2 0 0
I 4 2 . A l ' t  1
1 4  0  .  1 8 1  9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 . 1 ? 0 5
t 4 0 . 1 0 8 2
1 4 3 . 5 6 4 0
:  i e l c c i e d  s c t . f  G e n e r a t i o n  a :






5  1 0  1
t ;
cc:g iest lc . .  Pc-d isPalc: :  sra-Ge
O! :aii.ie IS /ii'.'.r\ hrl
(l,ivAl ) t a
2 0 0 . 3 4  1 3 6 . . 1 7  0 . 0 0
4 6 6 . 4 6  1 3 7  -  4 9  - 0 . 0 0
6 8 3 . 3 9  1 3 8  . 5 0  - 0 . 0 0
' 1 9 1  
. 6 1  1 3 8 . 6 9  0 . 0 0
6 0 1 . 8 5  7 4 A - 2 A  - 0 . 0 0
5 ? 3 . 0 5  1 4 1 . ? 3  - 0 - 0 0
:g
(]:i,r i
2 7 0 0 . 0 1
2 2 0 0 .  0 1
1 0 0 1 .  6 5
2 8 0 0 .  0 1
2 5 6 0 . A A
2 4 Q 0 . 0 1





3 4 . 2 1
r . 8 8 3
3
2 . 6 2 1
4
7 . 4 4 1
5
1 , 8 4 8
6
0 - 8 4 t
5 . 5 5 9
I
5 - 5 5 9
9
2  . 6 1 2
t 0
3 . 3 0 7
1 1
3 . 1 0 7
I 2
0 . 3 5 4
1 3
0 . 3 5 4
0 - 5 9 7
1 5
0 . 5 9 7
1 6
0 .  0 3 L
1 1
0 . 0 3 1
1 8
5 .  6 0 5
L 9
5 . 6 0 5
2 a
5 .  6 0 5
2 t
5 . 6 0 s
2 2
0 , 1 8 I
2 3
Q .  1 8 8
rrr rm T.  i -  _cn Err  I . j . : r i ' .n  r .  Br :s  l r l : r ' ) - r ' ' .
.  7 , )
tu:r B::j ir ll.lli) ! (I1_iarr) P ill'r;l Q il'lvAri !
|  2  4 5 5 . 5 4  - 1  - A 4  4 5 3 .  6 6  4 2  I l  1  8 8 3
!  2  4 5 5 - 5 4  - 7  e 4  4 5 3  6 6  4 2  1 1
3 4  - 2 1
: L  3  4 2 4 . 9 0  5 . 4 1  - 4 2 2  2 8  4 1  4 J
5 2 . 9 4
1  4  r 2 5 A . A 2  2 1 0 . 5 6  - 1 2 5 6 . 5 1  5 2  2 4
1 5 8 . 3 2
2  3  4 5 2 .  8 8  - 2 6 . 2 5  4 5 1  0 3  4 8  5 ?
2 2 . 3 2
2  4  3 0 3 . 3 3  1 0 8  4 e  - 3 A 2 . 4 9  9 2  0 L
r 6 . 4 1
2  L Q  5 ? 5 . 5 6  0 . 1 1 0  - 5 ? 0 . 0 0  5 0  9 3
5 0 .  9 3
2  L A  5 1 5 . 5 6  0 . 0 0  - 5 7 0 .  0 0  5 0  9 3
5 0 . 9 3
3  5  3 1 8 . 3 6  6 8  0 t  - 3 1 5  6 8  2 r  ' 2 6
4 6  .  - 1 4
3  I  3 r 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - 3 7 5 . 0 0  - 7 5 . 0 0
3 4 . 6 9
3  8  3 ? 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 .  6 9  - 3 ? 5  0 0  1 5  0 o
3 4 .  6 9
4  1  1 2 8 . 9 3  - 8 8 . 3 1  - 1 2 8 . 5 8  9 3 _ 9 3
5 . 6 2
4  7  1 2 a . 9 3  - 8 8 . 3 1  - 1 2 8 . 5 8  9 3  9 3
5 . 6 2
4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0  1 0 . 4 4  - 1 5 0 . 0 0  - 0  0 0
1 0 . 4 4
4  9  1 5 0 . 5 0  1 0 . 4 4  1 5 0 . 0 0  0  0 0
1 0 . 4 4
5  6  e 2 . 8 4  - ! 4 . 3 ' , 7  - A 2 . B r  1 5 . 0 3
o  . 6 1
5  6  8 2 . A 4  - 1 4 . 3 1  - 8 2 - e A  1 5 . 0 3
Q  . 6 1
6  1  - 6 8 3 .  6 9  - 6 5 .  6 5  6 A 9 . 2 9  1 5 2  4 4
8 6 . ? 9
6  1  - 6 S 3 . 6 9  - 6 5 . 6 5  6 8 9 . 2 9  1 5 2  4 4
I 6 . 7 9
6  1  - 6 8 3 .  6 9  - 6 5 .  6 s  6 e 9 . 2 9  \ 5 2  4 4
8 6 . ? 9
6  1  - 6 8 3 . 6 9  - 6 5 - 6 5  6 A 9 . 2 9  1 5 2 . 4 4
e 6 . 1 9
6  1 1  5 Q . 1 8  3 3 . 1 4  - 4 9 . 9 9  3 6 . 9 3
3 .  1 9
6  1 1  5 0 . 1 8  - 3 3 . 1 4  4 9 . 9 9  3 6 . 9 1
3 .  1 9
1r  l14P is  :he =a: let  1,1 ' i l  a l t . i .  the a. ldr t ic l  o f  : l  5  l i : : ! , / '
LMP= [
1 3 6 . 1 1 2 9
1 3 1  . 4 9 3 2
1 3 8  -  5 0 0 0
1 3 8  . 1 6 3 4
1 4 0 . 8 9 1 5
1 4 0 .  9 9 8 6
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1 3 8 . 6 8 1 6
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
r39.3r' ,72
1 4 0 - 2 0 1 3
r 4 r . 1 3 Q 2
t ;
:  i : a l i n g  . . a c i  i h c  . i : . . 1 y  F r : . 4  t c  m a : . h  r l a -  : . , i r  ] ] : l c o r '
LMP=O.1*LM! ;  LMPbase =  0 ,1* l ,MPbase ;  MC!  =0 ,1*MCP;
: i  Cr i . .  aon . les , i t . :  Re l 'enJ3s  Ca1c. .  r1 r . :s
l im i r=630;  i  " ,3x iaun a l l . j i aa ' ' r  M l i  i l cN acrc :s  conqe: ted  | ,L :J
CongBus=4;  i  a i .n  ISa ?c :n i  : r '  v re !
c ross f lo$=O;  I  cods :derea . .n tenq._ . i . s  ' '  'D tages  c i  1  4  c r
: - 4
, ,  e i i cc r  l  s  c ' . i :  load  o '  tbc  ' " : " r  c  " : r i  t
f o r  h = 1 : l e n g r h ( k ) ;
i t  k l h , 2 )  = =  c o n g B u s  & &  l t ( h , 4 )  >  0
c r o s s f l o d  =  c r o s s f l o w  k ( h , a )  ;
i f  k ( h , 3 ) = =  c o n g B u s  & &  r . ( h , 4 )  <  0
c r o s s f l o w  =  c r o s s f r o w  +  k ( h , 4 )  ;
c ross f loa  =  -  c loss f lo t ;
: ,  wha iever  ex .ee . is  the  L ia : t  ac : .ss  conq.s :e . i  bus  : inLe5 congesre i
1  :s  Ccnce. ' l i on  l tevo . r :es  CA p . i r  hour  ;  tu t  t : ,e1  Lh i ' " : :ne ;s  addec l
: i  bes t4r  u r r -q t lE :s rcd ,  i .e .  i lR  "  0
c R  =  {  c r o s s f l o i  -  l i n i t  ) * L M P ( C o n q B u s ) ;
: ;  SRF -  sys ten  :ed isPatch  layne l l - : !  . l : . .u1a t i ' i : r s
SRP=0t
d i f  =  G e n ( i , 4 )  -  c e n c R ( : . 4 ) ;
i f  d i f  ( h )  >  0 ;
s R !  =  s R P  +  c l i f  ( h ) * 0 . 1 * G e n c R ( h , 6 ) '
S R P  =  0 . 1 * S R P  ;  :  i 0 :  l o s a  p r o f i i l a o l x  t o  L : e  p t i d : r l . k  i r f  c c
ra  ca lc r l : t ion  oa  3a in ,  S i : ; r . la rd  Dev ia i ion  ar : l  Tc la l  i l . rnges t ]L ' t r
Ga in  =  LMP -  tMPbase
AvgPr iceReduct ion  =  nean (Ga in)
AvqLMP = nean (],MP)
LMPstDev =  s td  ( I -MP)
Congest ionRevenues =  CR
sys temRedisPatchPa lments  =  SRP
Oulput=  lAvgPr iceReducr ion  AV9I ,MP LMPstDev cR sRP J
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' :  l i ; r k . t  a r l i , i r :  r : i :  : r : r . ro  .n . ]  9 ! : i i :
I  Se le . ted  se1 . f  i ren , i .a ! rod  a I
i  C .n  Eus j  Sra : r : :  Pg
I + jr tr,:ul
Gen= |
1  1  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2  2  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
3  I  1  - 0 . 0 1
4  1  I  5 6 0 0 . 0 1
5  1 0  1  2 0 0 0 . 0 0
6  1 1  1  2 1 1 0 0 . 0 0
t ;
MCP =  [
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 5 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 , 5 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . i ; 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
1 3 7 .  0 : 0  9
1 3 7 .  9 9 0 3
1 3 8  -  5 0 0 0
1 3 8 . 9 9 6 1
1 4 2 . 9 2 0 4
7 4 2 . A r 1 ' , 1
1 4  0  .  1 8 1 9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 . 1 7 0 5
r 4 a . 1 0 8 2





5  1 0
6  1 1
l ;
(r:'4r )
I  2 t 0 0 . 0 1
L  2 2 A 0 . A l
1  : 1 0 0 5 .  9 5
1  2 8 0 0 . 0 1
I  2 5 6 0 . 0 0
1  2 4 0 0 . 0 1
. : : r i . )  : l . i . j . s r : r .n  i ! - . i i , :pa : { rn
i - r  r l . c :  a1ea: r : : . ,  ? r : .e  3 r .g i l
Qg - . : i : : i ;L  i ; , ' l : tA : , r )
(M!Ar )  P  Q
- 5 .  1 9
3 1 0 . 7 5
2 A _ 8 9
2 4 ' , 7 . 8 1
5 8 7 . 5 4
58'7 .54
0 . 0 0
0 _  0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0













at  cc .o . .s : ion  Rc d ispa lc r  : i i : i i l e
a 9
2 1 r . 5 9
4 7 1 . 1 9
5 8 9 _ 4 J
9 3 6 -  9 1
6 0 1 . 8 6
5 8 2 . 3 0
: 1 3 6 .  ? 8
131 .  - l6
1 3 8 .  5 0
1 3 9 . 5 0
1 4 0 . 4 8
7 4 2 . 8 1
a
- 0 .  0 0
- 0 .  0 1 1
- 0 .  0 0
- 0  
. 0 0
0 , 0 0
0 . 0 0




l 1  . 5 1
2
I . 1 3 2
1 1 .  5 3 4
5
: L  . 0 5 5
6
r . 2 6 6
'1
5 . 5 1 9
5 . 5 5 9
0 _ 6 6 0
L O
3 . 3 0 ?
1 1
3 . 3 0 1
I 2
0 - t 6 5
1 l
0 . 7 6 5
1 4
0 .  5 9 8
:15
0 . 5 9 8
1rt
4 . 4 2 1
7 1
| . Q 2 1
1 . A t 1
I 9
' t  
. 0 r1
2 0
7  .  0 1 7
2 I
2 2
0 - 2 0 4
2 3
Q  . 2 4 4
l )
i f . r ' ' : r  - _ . . :  : ! 5  : i r , l ! : : r : r . . . , : r  l l j  r ' - - r : r " ' r ' .
ju :  J t r .s  . '  1  i ,  !  1 l . l_ i ! ,1)  F '  i r i l r ' r  i , r  rur . r i r  l
7  2  4 1 6 . 8 4  - 8 . 2 0  - 4 : 5 - 1 1  3 9 . 7 1  !  1 3 2
r  2  4 1 6 - 8 4  8 . 2 0  4 . 1 5  1 1  3 9 . ? 1
3 1  . 5 1
1  :  3 ? 3 . 3 4  1 . 9 7  - 3 1 r . 3 2  : 8 . 8 6
.10 
.  84
1  4  1 3 5 2 , 9 8  2 2 5 . A r  - 1 3 4 4 - 4 5  - 4 1  5 9
7 e r  . 4 2
2  3  3 4 2 . 7 A  - 2 1 - . 9 A  3 4 1  0 5  ) 4 . 6 5
1 2  . ' t  5
2  4  3 1 1  . A 2  1 1 : . 6 ?  - 3 t 5 . ? 5  - 8 9  0 s
2 4 . 6 1
2  1 A  5 7 5 . 5 6  0 . 0 0  - 5 1 0  0 0  5 0  9 3
5 0 .  9 3
2  r o  5 ? 5 , 5 6  0 - O O  - 5 ? 0 , 0 Q  5 0  9 3
5 0 .  9 3
3  1  1 6 1 . 7 0  3 . 4 6  1 6 1 . 0 ' , 1  L 4  9 9
1 1  , 5 4
3  8  l ? 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - 3 ? 5 . 0 0  1 5 . 0 0
. l  I  3 1 8 . 3 1  1 0 9 . 6 9  - 3 1 5 . 0 0  - ? 5 . 0 0
3 4 .  6 9
4  1  2 0 9 . 5 0  9 3 . 1 i 1  2 A 9  1 4  1 0 5 - 1 6
L 2  . r i
4  1  2 0 9 . 5 0  - 9 3 . 6 3  - 2 A 8 . 1 4  1 0 5  1 6
7 2 . r 3
4  9  1 5 0 . 6 0  : 1 0 . 4 5  1 5 0 . 1 1 0  0 - 0 0
1 0 . 4 5
4  9  1 5 0 .  6 0  1 0 . 4 5  1 5 0 .  0 0  0  0 0
1 0 . 4 5
5  6  ? 5 . 0 0  - 2 5 .  0 !  ? s . 0 3  2 5 .  6 0
0 .  6 0
5  6  7 5 . 0 0  - 2 5  . A A  7 5 .  0 :  2 5  -  6 0
0 . 6 0
€ ,  1  - 1 6 2 . 6 7  - 6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9  6 3  1 l r ' 6 0
1 0 s .  6 5
6  1  - 1 6 2 . 6 r  - 6 8 . 9 5  1 6 9 . 6 3  1 7 7 . 6 0
1 0 8 - 6 5
6  1  - 1 6 2 . 6 \  - 5 8 . 9 s  7 6 9 . 6 3  1 l ? . 6 0
1 0 8 . 6 5
6  1  - 1 6 2 . 6 1  6 8 . 9 5  7 6 9 . 6 3  1 1 7 , 6 0
1 0 8 .  6 s
6  1 1  5 0 . 2 0  - t 7 . 6 9  4 9 . 9 9  4 1 . 1 5
3 . 4 6
6  1 _ 1  5 0 . 2 0  ) i . 6 9  - ' 1 9 . 9 9  4 1  1 5
3 . 4 6
L!tP= [
L 3 6 , l 1  1 2
1 3 1  . 1 6 L 9
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 C
1 3  8  .  6 : 1 9 1
\ 4 2 . 2 2 1 1
\ 4 2 . \ 2 1 9
l 6E
1 3 9  -  5 0 2 8
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 3 9 . 7 8 3 0
1 4 0 . 4 7 5 1
1 4 2 - 8 6 8 6
) r
: ,  s c a l : " q  l a c f ' . . - .  e i . : r x y  i , - . . .  t .  r a t c h  r ' a  : ' " i r  n f i c ' : ' r '
1 , M P = 0 . 1 * L M ! ;  L M P b a s e  =  0 , 1 * L M P b a s e  ,  M c P  = 0 . : L * M C P ;
1 .  C!  =  C.n ' les : io i  f  e leme-  aa lc : : ' t  r ' r ' : : r
I in i t=630;  !  t4a : inEn a ] lc  ab le  i . r r  f i "  ac r iss  c ' r rges t 'd  Dus
congBus=4;  : i  f ! . : :  l s '  : ' i 'F  ' :  ! : t t
c ross f lo {=o ;  . ro ! t ' : :q ' : ' i i es  '  ' ! r ' r ' i ' 5  ' :  i - r  " i l
a i -4
t  c faec t  :s  ove :  Loa i i  cn  :he  c taer  c : rcu : :
i o r  h = 1 :  I e n g t h ( t )  ;
C o  g B  s  6 .  , 4
c r o s s f l o s  =  c r o s s f l o w  -  k ( h , 4 )  ;
i f  k { h , 3 ) = =  c o n s B u s  & &  l < ( h , 4 )  <  0
c r o s s f l o a  =  c r o s s f l o d  +  k ( h . 4 )  ;
c ross f low =  -  c ross f lo$ ;
r i  \ rh ; r .3 l -c r : .x .eeos  the  l ia i t  a . ross  ' longcs :ec  i rus  i ra r rs  " r ' le :3d
3 i , "  a .nqe3 l io i  R .venue i  a t  pe i  hcu :
c R  =  (  c r o s s f l o w  -  l i n i t  ) * 1 M ! ( C o n g B u s ) ;
'3 ;  SR:  =  sys t4a .ed ispatca  !a -v .enrs  ' r : i i ' u . rL1c : : " :
SRP=O;
d i f  =  c e n ( : , 4 )  -  G e n c R ( : , 4 ) ,
i f  d i f  ( h  )  >  0 ;
s R P  =  s R P  +  d i f  { h ) * 0 . 1 * G e n c R ( h , 6 ) ;
SRP =  0 ,1+SRP ;  :  : !C? Los :  ! i .o f i r / ' ho ! .  to  be  p ' i ' l  i r rcL  i : ) '  dc -
s e l e c t e c : : t 1  s
q ! 1  c : , l c u l . r : : ! n . i  : r a i n ,  s : : i d a r i l  D e v i a : i c n  i r : : i  T " a I  C c n g e s r r ' o 1
Gain  =  LMP -  LMPbase
avgPr iceReduct ion  =  nean {Ga in)
Avql-MP = nean (LMP)
LMPSlDev =  s !d {LMP)
Congest ionRevenues =  CR
sysLenRed isPatchPa lTents  =  sRl
Ou lpu t=  tAvqPr iceReduc l ion  AvgLMP lMPstDet  cR SRP l
r69
"  : , ' i a r . : .  C l . a :  r , t  : r i . i :  . i d
.1  Se lc . : r . . \ i  s -a :  . I  i i en- ' ra r : i .n
:. tren B:s st a.:usi ?iJ
lMI i )
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
- 0 .  0 1
5 6 0 0 . 0 1
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
2 0 0 0 . 0 0
M C P = I
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 , 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 s 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 5 -  6 5 0  0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5  0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 . 6 5 0 0
8 6 .  6 5 0 0
I t
LMPbase = [
1 3 7 . 0 3 0 9
1 3 7 .  9 9 0 3
1 3 8 . 5 0 0 0
1 3 8  . 9 9 6 1
r 4 2 . 9 2 0 0
142.81,11
1 4  0  .  1 8 1 9
1 4 0 . 8 8 9 4
1 4 0 ,  1 7  Q 5
1 4 Q . 7 0 8 2
1 4 3 . 5 6 4 0
t ;




5  1 0
6  1 1
t ;
F: . : i i r  . : i s { r  a l . igcsr l . i , le  . : :3 : - i r in
a : . :  I la r ! . .  C le r . iag  : j r r . re  : ia , je












1 0  1
1 1  1
- 6 . 1 9
3 1 0 , 7 5
2 a  . 8 9
2 4 1  . B 1
5 8 ? . 5 4
5 8 7 . 5 4
8 6 , 6 5
8 6 .  6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 . 6 5
8 6 .  6 5
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 .  0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0







2  t  0 0 .  0 : L
2 2 A 0 . A t
9 9 9 .  9 3
2 8 0 0 .  0 1
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